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O.A.S.I.S. 

  

MISSION 1 START 

 

MISSION 1: Objective 1: “Acquire” the O.A.S.I.S. Prototype 

  

 

EXT. SAMARA, RUSSIA – WEALTHY DISTRICT: EARLY AFTERNOON 

 

Overhead map zooms south; wealthy district. 

2045CE. A futuristic society is happy and prosperous. 

Focus on an upscale restaurant; The Red Sapphire. 

A woman sits eating at a table. 

She’s engaged in conversation. 

 

 

LADY 1 

Oh, your ring is gorgeous!! Did he pop the 

question? 

 

LADY 2 

I’m glad you noticed.  He most certainly 

did! We haven’t picked a date yet, but we 

found a beautiful place overlooking the 

river. I can’t WAIT! 

 

DMITRI watches closely, cautiously. 

 

LADY 1 

Oh, I’m so jealous! I wish I could find 

mister Right. 

 

LADY 2 

You’ll find him – HEY! 

 

 

DMITRI witnesses a man swipe LADY 1’s pocketbook.  

The woman is alerted. 

DMITRI intercepts the crook and returns the pocketbook. 

 

DMITRI 

I believe this belongs to you. 

 

LADY 1 

Oh, thank you so much! I’m in your debt. 
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DMITRI 

How about you accompany me for dinner 

tonight? I own this wonderful little 

restaurant: the Red Sapphire. Perhaps 

you’ve know of it? 

 

LADY 1 

Oh, I’ve heard that line before. Let’s go, 

Cecelia. 

 

LADY 2 

Hmph! 

 

The women depart. 

 

DMITRI 

But I… do…. 

 

 

INT. THE RED SAPPHIRE: LATE NIGHT 

 

An elegant restaurant draped in red. 

Dmitri closes up. 

He returns to his home. 

 

 

INT. DMITRI’S HOME: LATE NIGHT 

 

An underground mansion. 

Modern décor. 

 

DMITRI 

Home sweet home. 

 

A gallery of treasure. 

A room with various maps and blueprints. 

Collectible: CHARACTER CARD – ~DMITRI RYZHKOV~ 

A photograph of an O.A.S.I.S. device lies on his desk. 

Newspaper headlining the new O.A.S.I.S. prototype. 

DMITRI looks at blueprint of a research facility. 

Changes into stealth gear. 

Leaves. 
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EXT. CENTRAL DISTRICT - RESEARCH FACILITY: LATE NIGHT 

 

DMITRI scales the building. 

Enters by picking a lock on floor 2. 

 

 

INT. RESEARCH FACILITY: LATE NIGHT 

 

Proceeds toward floor 4. 

Evades guards and laser sensors. 

Barks: Research Facility (Dmitri) 

Reaches the prototype chip. 

 

DMITRI 

Hello beautiful. 

 

He steals it. 

Laser tripwires; DMITRI laughs. 

 

DMITRI 

What do they take me for, an amateur? 

 

Steps over laser tripwires.  

Escapes. 

 

 

EXT. RESEARCH FACILITY: LATE NIGHT 

 

Upon escaping, an alarm blares.  

 

DMITRI 

Wh-what? How? 

 

Patrols scramble around and outside of the facility. 

 

DMITRI 

Oh, hell. 

 

DMITRI runs. 

 

 

MISSION 1: Objective 2: Find the Mysterious Man 

 

 

EXT. SAMARA, RUSSIA – PORT DISTRICT: NOON 
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Overhead map zooms northeast; the port district. 

Crowds trudging through littered streets. 

Cyborg patrols pushing through masses. 

A mysterious man sneaks into an abandoned building. 

He is dressed in rags. 

He carries a briefcase. 

 

 

INT. IRINA’S APARTMENT: NOON 

 

IRINA is sitting at a computer. 

Earphones on, humming. 

A flurry of keystrokes. 

An O.A.S.I.S. television ad plays. 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 

<< O.A.S.I.S., Operation Artificial 

Systematic Intelligence Security >> 

 

Onscreen O.A.S.I.S. logo. 

 

<< bringing our world the latest in 

security technology. >> 

 

Researchers working on devices. 

 

<< Creating a sanctuary where the troubles 

of the past disappear.>> 

 

A panoramic wide shot of Samara. 

 

<< Better protection, better future: 

O.A.S.I.S. >> 

 

Logo. 

The ad ends. 

IRINA removes her headphones. 

She looks at a clock; Shock. 

 

IRINA 

Oh, shit. Not again! 

 

IRINA abruptly leaves. 
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EXT. PUBLIC HOUSING DISTRICT: EARLY AFTERNOON 

 

IRINA walks down the street. 

She sees an old man on the sidewalk. 

Two patrol officers are walking the opposite way. 

 

OLD MAN 

(in passing) 

Oh, excuse me. 

 

The old man is shoved over by patrol officers. 

 

OLD MAN 

Ah-! 

 

PATROL OFFICER 

Watch where you’re going, old man! 

 

Groceries roll across the sidewalk. 

 

OLD MAN 

Watch where you’re going you – you hunk of 

junk! 

 

One patrol officer with a cracked visor glares back at the man. 

Another other laughs and continues walking. 

The first officer joins him. 

IRINA stops to help the man. 

 

IRINA 

Mr. Noah, are you alright? 

 

IRINA re-bags groceries. 

RUSTY helps with whatever he can. 

 

IRINA 

They think they can do whatever they want…. 

 

OLD MAN NOAH 

Thank you, my dear. I don’t mean to be a 

burden. 

 

IRINA 

It’s no big deal. 
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She finishes bagging. 

 

 

IRINA 

I’ve gotta run! See you later! 

 

She runs toward the train station. 

 

 

INT. METRO STATION: EARLY AFTERNOON 

 

A familiar jingle plays. 

An O.A.S.I.S. broadcast. 

 

BROADCAST 

<< Welcome to the Northern Samara Metro 

Station. A residential district, home to 

the oldest park in the city. … … …>> 

 

The broadcast trails on. 

IRINA boards a train. 

 

 

INT. TRAIN: EARLY AFTERNOON 

 

Positive O.A.S.I.S. ad posters line the interior. 

Passengers in the background argue about O.A.S.I.S. 

 

PASSENGER 1 

Ugh. You can’t get away from these ads 

nowadays. 

 

PASSENGER 2 

It’s not all bad; it means they’re watching 

out for us. 

 

PASSENGER 1 

No, it means they’re watching us. All the 

time. 

 

PASSENGER 2 

You’re just paranoid. Samara’s the safest 

city in the world because of O.A.S.I.S.! 
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PASSENGER 1 

I think you’ve been listening to too many 

ads…. 

 

 

The train stops; IRINA exits. 

A seagull flies overhead. 

Caws in the distance. 

 

 

INT. PORT DISTRICT CONVENIENCE STORE: LATE AFTERNOON 

 

IRINA arrives at work. 

A bell jingles as the door opens. 

Produce lines the shelves. 

Collectible: CHARACTER CARD – ~IRINA VOLSKY~ 

 

LARS 

Ha, late again, Amnesia Girl? Can’t even 

remember to be on time, can you? I know 

who’s not getting Employee of the Month 

this time around! 

 

She puts on an apron. 

 

IRINA 

I could get fired and still have a better 

chance of getting Employee of the Month. 

And stop calling me that. 

 

LARS scoffs. 

A customer approaches. 

 

CUSTOMER 

Excuse me, where could I find peanut 

butter? 

 

IRINA 

It’s over in aisle five. 

 

CUSTOMER 

Thanks. 

 

The customer walks off. 
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LARS 

Since when was the peanut butter in aisle 

five? You know…. 

 

IRINA ignores him. She gazes out the storefront window. 

The mysterious man leaves the Resistance HQ. 

A flashback: Inside an office building. The man is seen behind a desk. 

As IRINA approaches, he recognizes her and smiles.  

Back to reality. 

IRINA knows the man. 

 

LARS 

Hey, are you listening? 

 

She steps out of the store. 

 

LARS 

Where are you going now!? 

 

The man is arrested by patrols. 

 

IRINA 

Cover for me, I’ve gotta go! 

 

IRINA rushes off. 

 

LARS 

W-wait, what? No! Ugh…. She’s definitely 

not getting Employee of the Month…. She 

can’t! 

 

 

EXT. PORT DISTRICT: EARLY EVENING 

 

A looming O.A.S.I.S. police station. 

IRINA approaches the front desk. 

Hacking device drawn, but hidden. 

 

IRINA 

Hi, my friend’s brother just got taken in 

not too long ago. Could I talk to him 

really fast? 

 

DESK OFFICER 

What’s the name? 
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IRINA 

Klaus Mikhail.  

 

The officer checks the system. A duplicate of the officer’s screen 

displays on IRINA’s device. 

 

DESK OFFICER 

No one with that name was brought in. 

 

IRINA 

Could you check again? Maybe he’s using an 

alias? 

 

The officer searches the system by date.  

Several names appear in chronological order. 

The screen replicates on IRINA’s device. 

 

DESK OFFICER 

Do you know what his alias is? 

 

IRINA glances at her device. 

 

IRINA 

Oh… what was it again…? 

 

Scans the device. Biding time. 

She sees the face of the man. 

IGOR SAVVA: Held at the Central Research Facility. 

 

IRINA 

Uh… oh, I’ll just come back later. Thanks 

anyway. 

 

She departs for the research facility. 

 

 

INT. CENTRAL DISTRICT - RESEARCH FACILITY: LATE NIGHT 

 

Hacks her way into the basement. 

Sneaks by and distracts guards to find the man’s cell. 

Barks: Research Facility (Irina) 

Collectible: CHARACTER CARD – ~[IGOR SAVVA]~ 

The man is strapped to a chair; signs of torture. 

Fatal wounds. 
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She whispers to him. 

 

IRINA 

Psst! Igor! Wake up! What’s going on? 

 

He immediately recognizes IRINA. 

Delirious, he repeats a name. 

 

IGOR 

[Incoherent repetition] 

 

She leans in. 

 

IRINA 

What? 

 

Coughing blood. 

 

IGOR 

S-S-Serega. 

 

 

The sound of voices approaching. 

IRINA backs away. 

A woeful glance. 

IRINA escapes, activating a laser tripwire. 

 

IRINA 

Wh-what? Oops. 

 

PATROLS begin to flood the area. 

She flees. 

 

 

 

 

MISSION 1: Objective 3: Meet the O.A.S.I.S informant 

 

 

EXT. SAMARA, RUSSIA – SUBURBAN DISTRICT: EARLY AFTERNOON 

 

Overhead map zooms east; suburban district. 

Quiet and peaceful. 
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INT. MAXIM’S HOUSE: MORNING 

 

A quiet home. 

Pictures of MAXIM’s family. 

MAXIM sits at the breakfast table. 

Morning coffee. 

Newspaper headlining the new O.A.S.I.S. prototype. Placed on the 

table. 

MAXIM turns on the skillet. 

Bread in the toaster. 

A girl runs down the stairs; his daughter, ANYA. 

 

ANYA 

Morning dad. 

 

MAXIM 

Hey Buttercup. Ready for school yet? 

 

ANYA 

It’s an important day today! Did you 

forget? 

 

MAXIM 

Uh…. 

 

Cracks eggs. 

 

ANYA 

Dad! 

 

MAXIM 

Oh yeah! Your science… thing. 

 

ANYA 

It’s the annual science fair! Don’t you 

remember? You said you’d come. 

 

MAXIM 

Ah, right. I’m sorry sweetie, but I might 

be late today. 

 

He flips an omelet.  

 

ANYA 
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Aww come on, not again. I told Mrs. Avery 

you were coming! 

 

MAXIM 

Well, maybe next time. I promise. 

 

ANYA 

You always say that. Plus, the science fair 

only comes once a year! 

 

A burning smell. 

 

MAXIM 

Oh, sh- 

 

He plates the burnt toast. 

 

ANYA 

Dad…. 

 

ANYA slumps in her chair. 

 

MAXIM 

You know what else only comes once a year? 

 

ANYA 

What? 

 

MAXIM 

Cirque du Lune! And I’ve got two tickets. 

 

ANYA sits upright. 

 

ANYA 

I thought the tickets were sold out! 

 

MAXIM 

Well… I know a few people. 

 

ANYA 

Ohh! Thank you, thank you, thank you! Are 

you going to come with me? 

 

MAXIM 

I wouldn’t miss it for the world. 
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ANYA scarfs down a partially burnt breakfast. 

He kisses her on the forehead; she leaves for the bus stop. 

MAXIM puts on a suit jacket. Sunglasses. 

 

 

INT. MIRAGE HQ – PORT DISTRICT: NOON 

 

A brick mill. 

A secret elevator. 

An underground office building. 

Mirage agents everywhere. 

NIKKI, a stern agent, approaches him. 

 

NIKKI 

Maxim. Meeting in the boardroom in 5. Bring 

coffee. 

 

MAXIM 

One of those meetings, huh? 

 

NIKKI 

Yep. Special Agent Stone thinks we’re 

“this” close to figuring out what 

O.A.S.I.S. is developing. 

 

MAXIM makes his way to the meeting room. 

Collectible: CHARACTER CARD – ~ANYA NIZIENKO~ 

A high-tech boardroom.  

Important people. 

MAXIM sits. 

SPECIAL AGENT STONE circles the table. 

Mission debriefing. 

 

SPECIAL AGENT STONE 

Alright everyone, we’re “this” close to 

finding out what O.A.S.I.S. is up to. 

O.A.S.I.S. is crippling this city, and that 

new prototype they’re working on might be 

trouble. We need to find out more. 

 

STONE stands at the front of the room and pulls up a display. 

A picture of IGOR SAVVA. 

 

SPECIAL AGENT STONE 
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We set up a meeting with an informant, Igor 

Savva. He worked as a researcher at 

O.A.S.I.S. for 15 years, but now he works 

for the Resistance. He’s willing help 

Mirage shed some light on O.A.S.I.S.’s top-

secret tech. 

 

STONE picks a file up off the table. 

MAXIM focuses on the display. 

 

SPECIAL AGENT STONE 

The meeting with Savva is at midnight. 

Warehouse 42 in the Central District. Meet 

back here at 18:00 for a final debriefing. 

It’s going to be a long night, folks. 

 

The meeting is adjourned. 

 

MAXIM 

Looks like I’ve got some time to kill. 

 

MAXIM heads to his desk. 

A man intercepts him. 

 

SIMON 

Hey, Maxim. Do you have a minute? 

 

MAXIM 

Yeah, what do you got? 

 

SIMON 

Homicide in North district. 

 

MAXIM 

We’re… not the police, Simon. 

 

SIMON 

I know. But I think you might wanna take a 

look at this. 

 

MAXIM takes a folder from SIMON. 

Flips through. 

Raises an eyebrow. 

 

MAXIM 
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Old man dead in the Public Housing 

District? What’s so special about this? 

He’s old. 

 

SIMON 

There’s a lot of O.A.S.I.S. activity around 

there today. Seems odd, don’t you think? 

 

MAXIM 

Hmm…. I’ll go check it out. I need to 

stretch my legs anyway. 

 

MAXIM walks to elevator. 

Enters. 

 

SIMON 

Hey, can you pick up some donuts on your 

way back? 

 

The doors close. 

 

MAXIM 

Always an ulterior motive. 

 

 

EXT. PUBLIC HOUSING DISTRICT: LATE AFTERNOON 

 

MAXIM arrives at the district. 

Steps out of his car. 

He takes out a pack of cigarettes; he lights one. 

Collectible: CHARACTER CARD – ~MAXIM NIZIENKO~ 

An old man lies dead in an alley. OLD MAN NOAH. 

A small crowd circles the crime scene. 

O.A.S.I.S. patrols keep people back. 

 

MAXIM 

What a mess. 

 

Potential witnesses gossip near the crime scene. 

MAXIM must speak to, at least, WITNESS 3.  

When a conversation ends, it does not reset. 

 

 

Upon questioning WITNESS 1: the crying old woman. 
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MAXIM DIALOGUE CHOICE 1 

 

1.1 I’m sorry this happened. 

 

1.2 Did you know him personally? 

 

 

1.3 Who did this? 

 

WITNESS 1 [1.1] 

He was a good man…. He never should’ve gone 

out today. I knew it…. 

 

 

WITNESS 1 [1.2] 

Frank was my husband! Criminals get away 

with whatever they want around here. You 

police don’t do anything since O.A.S.I.S. 

came to town! 

 

WITNESS 1 [1.3] 

How should I know?! What I do know is this 

isn’t the first time a good person died and 

no one plans to do anything. The police 

don’t care about the North District. 

O.A.S.I.S. especially doesn’t. 

 

 

Upon questioning WITNESS 2: the CSI. 

 

MAXIM DIALOGUE CHOICE 2 

 

2.1 Can you tell me what happened? 

 

2.2 Let me check out the crime scene. 

 

WITNESS 2 [2.1] 

Someone’s dead. That’s’ about all I can 

tell you. I just wish these O.A.S.I.S. 

punks would get out of the way and let us 

do our job…. 

 

 

WITNESS 2 [2.2] 

Not a chance. I don’t know who you are, but 

you need to get back. 
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MAXIM DIALOGUE CHOICE 2.2 

 

2.2.1 Maxim Beletsky. Special Forces. 

 

2.2.2 Konstantin Nizienko. Homicide. 

 

WITNESS 2 [2.2.1] 

Captain Beletsky! Sorry, go right ahead. 

 

WITNESS 2 [2.2.2] 

Nice try. Now get the hell out of here. 

 

If MAXIM selects option 2.2.1, MAXIM walks over to the caution tape to 

see the grotesque crime scene. 

Blood lines the walls of the alley. 

A contorted form lay under a sheet.  

 

 

Upon questioning WITNESS 3: the reporter. 

 

MAXIM DIALOGUE CHOICE 3 

 

3.1 Find out anything? 

 

3.2 Who are you supposed to be? 

 

WITNESS 3 [3.1] 

Wish I did. Everyone up here in the 

Projects are as tight-lipped as ever. Oh, 

that O.A.S.I.S. patrol with the cracked 

visor was acting strange earlier – then 

again, they’re not necessarily a group I’d 

consider “normal.” He might know something. 

Hey, you wouldn’t be up for an interview, 

would you? 

 

WITNESS 3 [3.2] 

A reporter from Samara Today. I’m trying to 

get a scoop, but no one’s giving up the 

details. I need a vacation. 

 

Choice 3.1 gives MAXIM a lead on a specific patrol officer.  

MAXIM’s noir mode is activated. When not in conversation, everyone 

other than the patrol with the cracked visor becomes dull in color. 
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Upon questioning WITNESS 4: the boy. 

 

MAXIM DIALOGUE CHOICE 4 

 

4.1 You shouldn’t be here, kid. 

 

4.2 Where are your parents? 

 

4.3 Do you know who did this? 

 

 

WITNESS 4 [4.1] 

Sorry… I just wanted to see what happened…. 

 

WITNESS 4 [4.2] 

I… shouldn’t talk to strangers. 

 

WITNESS 4 [4.3] 

I dunno. I was in the store with mom when 

we heard this loud bang. When we got 

outside all these people were here. The 

guys in white were here really early, 

though. 

 

Upon questioning WITNESS 5: the rebel. 

 

MAXIM DIALOGUE CHOICE 5 

 

5.1 What’s going on here? 

 

5.2 Who do you think did this? 

 

WITNESS 5 [5.1] 

Look, suit, keep walkin’. I’ve got nothin’ 

to say to you. 

 

WITNESS 5 [5.2] 

Tch… O.A.S.I.S. probably. They don’t give a 

damn about us up here in the projects. 

 

 

The patrol with the cracked visor is twitchy. 

Trembling slightly. 

A wild gaze. 

Upon questioning…. 

 

MAXIM DIALOGUE CHOICE 6 
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6.1 Tell me what happened here. 

 

6.2 Mind if I ask you a few questions? 

 

6.2 Excuse me. Did you learn anything about the crime scene? 

 

Regardless of MAXIM’s choice, the patrol pushes him to the floor and 

flees. 

The crowd is shocked. 

The police are angry. 

The other patrols are dumbfounded.  

MAXIM gives chase. 

 

MAXIM 

Hey!! 

 

The chase leads to a parking lot. 

Many parked cars. 

No pedestrians. 

The patrol fires at MAXIM.  

A small gunfight.  

The patrol is fatally wounded and falls. 

His helmet rolls off. 

MAXIM approaches the patrol. 

The cyborg lays twitching. 

Coughing up blood, the patrol’s voice is slightly computerized. 

 

PATROL 

The syst-t-tem is alive. You can’t-t-t-t 

stop it! 

 

The patrol sparks. 

MAXIM is sympathetic.  

 

MAXIM 

More machine than human…. What has 

O.A.S.I.S. done to you? 

 

The patrol laughs. 

Tears flow down the cyborg’s face. 

 

PATROL 

You can’t-t-t-t stop it…. You can’t-t-t-t 

stop it…. You can’t-t-t-t - 
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The light fades from the patrols eyes. 

Dead. 

MAXIM walks away slowly. 

The silence is disturbing. 

 

 

INT. CENTRAL DISTRICT – WAREHOUSE: LATE NIGHT 

 

MAXIM and two other suited agents await the informant: A stern-looking 

blonde and silent muscle-man. 

MAXIM holds a briefcase. 

 

NIKKI 

This is taking too long. Igor should be 

here by now. 

 

KREGOR 

Patience. He will come. 

 

MAXIM 

No, she’s right. Something’s off…. 

 

O.A.S.I.S. armed patrols storm the warehouse from the first and second 

floors. Nearly twenty. 

An ambush. 

 

NIKKI 

Dammit, he sent them right to us! 

 

The agents stand frozen. 

PATROL CAPTAIN 

Mirage agents: you will come with us. Drop 

your weapons and turn around. 

 

The agents slowly draw their pistols.  

 

PATROL CAPTAIN 

I said drop your weapons and turn -  

 

The captain takes a bullet between the eyes from NIKKI’s beretta. 

The agents take immediate cover in and around the present shipping 

containers. 

Guns blazing. 

Midway through, MAXIM flips open his briefcase and pulls out two sub-

machine guns. 
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NIKKI 

I see you’ve been holding out on us! 

 

MAXIM 

Christmas came early. 

 

KREGOR is surrounded and takes a grave hit. NIKKI runs to his aid. 

MAXIM quickly finishes off the remaining patrols. 

Another wave approaches. 

The agents bolt from the warehouse.  

They get into their separate cars; KREGOR with NIKKI, and MAXIM solo. 

They depart quickly in different directions. 

 

 

EXT. CENTRAL DISTRICT – RESEARCH FACILITY: LATE NIGHT 

 

MAXIM, an excellent driver, loses the patrols. 

 

MAXIM 

This is a nightmare.  

 

The O.A.S.I.S. research facility is nearby. 

The sound of the facility alarm blares. 

 

MAXIM 

What’s going on now…? 

 

Two non-patrol figures are seen fleeing the area: DMITRI and IRINA. 

They run across a large lawn and reach the road right as MAXIM drives 

by. 

He stops in front of them and opens the door before they run by.  

 

MAXIM 

Get in! 

 

DMITRI slides over the car. 

He is immediately confronted with a highway and very little cover.  

IRINA stops in her tracks, out of breath. 

Pistol in hand. 

Facility security patrols are catching up. 

 

IRINA 

Who… who the hell!? 
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MAXIM 

I work with Mirage.  

 

DMITRI hops in, seeing no faster escape route. 

 

DMITRI 

“The enemy of my enemy”, yeah? Let’s go! 

 

IRINA reluctantly gets in. 

The trio speeds off. 

 

MISSION 1 END  
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MISSION 2 START 

 

MISSION 2: Objective 1: Gather Intel 

  

 

INT. MIRAGE HQ: MORNING  

 

A comfortable interrogation room. 

DMITRI and IRINA sit impatiently. 

IRINA places her watch on the table, rubbing her sore wrist. The face 

of the watch glows blue. 

DMITRI, plainclothes, takes off his fedora. Inspects it. 

IRINA rests her head on her fist. Sighs. 

Silence. 

Dmitri briefly eyes IRINA. 

MAXIM enters with a cup of coffee and a digital tablet. 

 

MAXIM 

Morning. 

 

MAXIM sits across from the two. 

 

DMITRI 

So. Why’d you call us here? 

 

MAXIM 

Ryzhkov, Volsky: My name is Maxim Nizienko. 

I’m an agent from Mirage; we’re not your 

enemy. You were invited to our headquarters 

to answer a few ques– 

 

DMITRI stands and walks toward the door.  

IRINA looks quizzically at them. 

 

MAXIM 

Hold it! Give me five minutes of your time. 

You won’t regret it. 

 

DMITRI stops and turns around. 

 

DMITRI 

We told you why we were there during the 

ride back. And I don’t care for questions.  

 

MAXIM 
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Then why are you even here? 

 

DMITRI 

Sightseeing. Not often you get the chance 

to see the inside of a counterterrorism 

organization. Or… whatever this is.   

 

IRINA 

Just sit down. I’d like to hurry this up! 

 

DMITRI 

I don’t even know who you are. 

 

IRINA’s watch springs to life. RUSTY scuttles about the table. 

DMITRI and MAXIM stare, caught off-guard. 

DMITRI slowly sits back down. 

RUSTY settles down in one place. 

 

MAXIM 

Let me cut to the chase. We looked into 

your backgrounds, and, honestly, we could 

use people with your skills.  

 

IRINA 

What do you mean? I’m not joining Mirage. 

 

MAXIM 

And we’re not offering, we just need your 

help finding the whereabouts of Victor 

Sachin.  

 

IRINA’s eyes widen. 

 

IRINA 

Sachin…. 

 

DMITRI 

O.A.S.I.S.’s Sachin? That’s like saying you 

can’t find the damn sun. 

 

MAXIM 

We’re hitting dead ends. You can’t find a 

man with that much money and power if he 

doesn’t want to be found.  
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IRINA 

So what do you want us to do? 

 

DMITRI 

Hey, I still haven’t agreed to this. 

 

MAXIM 

There’s some covert work we need done in 

Moscow, but the corrupt politsia there 

getting a chunk of their paycheck from 

O.A.S.I.S. to watch our movements. We’d 

appreciate your cooperation. 

 

IRINA 

I have a few questions for Victor Sachin…. 

I’ll do it. 

 

DMITRI 

I hear what you’re saying, and I get that 

you helped me out, but I don’t owe you any 

favors. What’s in it for me? 

 

MAXIM 

We can work out some sort of payment 

arrangement. 

 

DMITRI 

I don’t need money. 

 

MAXIM looks down at the digital tablet. 

 

MAXIM 

Right, I forgot. You own a restaurant. But 

according to this… 

 

MAXIM pushes the tablet toward DMITRI. 

DMITRI stares at the tablet in annoyance. 

 

MAXIM 

You’re having trouble explaining your 

surplus of income to the government. 

They’re starting to ask questions. Money 

laundering is a serious crime. We can make 

this problem go away.  
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DMITRI scoffs. 

 

You don’t have to help us, but the 

socioeconomic corruption has gone far 

enough. We all serve to benefit from taking 

Sachin down. 

 

DMITRI 

Ugh… what a pain. Fine, I’ll do it. 

 

MAXIM smirks. 

 

MAXIM 

I knew you’d come around. 

 

MAXIM stands. 

IRINA secures her watch onto her wrist. 

 

IRINA 

What now? 

 

MAXIM 

Now you go home and wait for my phone call. 

 

DMITRI 

And where are you going? 

 

MAXIM 

I have a party to attend. You said the name 

was “Serega,” right Volsky? 

 

IRINA 

Uh, yeah. 

 

MAXIM 

That’s all I need. 

 

MAXIM begins to exit the room. 

 

IRINA 

Before you go, one more question: What else 

did that background search tell you about 

us? 

 

MAXIM 
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You’re known all over the North District as 

being a tech whiz. But… I couldn’t find 

anything on you before 2043.  

 

He turns back to give a quizzical look to IRINA. 

 

MAXIM 

Makes me wonder…. 

 

IRINA slumps in her chair. 

 

DMITRI 

And me? 

 

MAXIM turns his back to DMITRI and walks toward the door. 

 

MAXIM 

Just that you’re a popular guy, Ryzhkov. 

Lots of unique talents. “Good with your 

hands” would be the right way to put it. 

 

With a wave, MAXIM leaves. 

DMITRI sighs and leans back in his chair. 

Silence. 

 

DMITRI 

Ugh… that guy. It’s too early for this. 

 

DMITRI begins to stand. 

 

IRINA 

Hey, do you really own a restaurant? 

 

DMITRI, sits back down inches closer with a coy smile. 

 

DMITRI 

Absolutely. The Red Sapphire. Finest in 

Samara. If want I’ll take you there 

sometime. 

 

IRINA 

Ahaha~! Was that a pick-up line? 

 

DMITRI 

…. 
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DMITRI gets up and walks out. 

IRINA continues to giggle. 

 

 

INT. COUNTRY CLUB: WEALTHY DISTRICT – LATE MORNING 

 

A long, lakeside building with a green view. 

A clean, white lounge. 

The upper crust of Samara society mingles. 

Collectible: DIGITAL PHOTO – MAXIM.1 

MAXIM blends in to get info on SEREGA. 

Dressed in casual golf attire, he uses a false accent. 

Barks: Country Club (Maxim) 

 

BROADDCAST 

<< Welcome to the Swan Country Club. 

Established in 2015, Swan is the most 

exclusive club in Samara. Every month, Swan 

holds a meet and greet for professionals 

from all across Russia to attend. >> 

 

There are dozens of people to speak to. Only four trigger significant 

dialogue choices. 

MAXIM must speak to the BARTENDER, SLATER, VAILLANCOURT, and the WOMAN 

IN RED.  

 

Upon speaking to the BARTENDER. 

 

BARTENDER 

Good afternoon sir, what would you like? 

 

MAXIM DIALOGUE CHOICE 1 

 

1.1 Information. 

 

1.2 Your best whiskey. 

 

1.3 A London ale. 

 

BARTENDER [1.1] 

(cautious) 

Unfortunately I’m not in the information 

business. For that you’ll have to look 

elsewhere. 
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MAXIM DIALOGUE CHOICE 1.1 

 

1.1.1 I just flew in from out of town. I was simply hoping to hear a 
bit of the local gossip. 

 

1.1.2 Are you sure about that? It’s quite the lucrative business 
nowadays.  

 

1.1.3 If there’s one thing I hate, it’s a bad liar. Tell me what you 
know about Serega. Or are we going to have a problem? 

 

1.1.4 I’ll just have a drink, then. 

 

BARTENDER [1.1.1] 

Ah, well we are strictly forbidden from 

spreading gossip here at the Swan Country 

Club, but you should speak to the man in 

the blue tie. He might have something 

interesting to say. 

 

BARTENDER [1.1.2] 

We don’t accept tips here. Please be on 

your way. 

 

BARTENDER [1.1.3] 

I-I have not seen Councilman Serega in over 

a month. He’s in Moscow currently but he 

should be returning any day now. That’s all 

I know, please be on your way! 

 

BARTENDER [1.1.4] 

Sure, what will you have? [Return to MAXIM 

DIALOGUE CHOICE 1] 

 

BARTENDER [1.2] 

An excellent choice, sir. Really the 

whiskey has been quite neglected since 

Councilman Serega went on to Moscow on 

business. Oh! I shouldn’t have said that…. 

 

MAXIM DIALOGUE CHOICE 1.2 

 

1.2.1  Ah yes, I forgot about his trip. Did you know when he would be 
returning? 

 

1.2.2  What business does he have in Moscow?  
 

BARTENDER [1.2.1] 
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Oh, any day now. Unfortunately I do not 

know more than that. 

 

BARTENDER [1.2.2] 

I’m not sure, but you could ask Mr. Slater. 

He has been expecting him. Mr. Slater is 

the American in the blue tie. 

 

BARTENDER [1.3] 

A London ale? A rare order indeed! Many of 

the clientele here hate the stuff, but 

there was a woman who ordered one not too 

long ago. I cannot remember her name, but 

she had a striking red dress. Last I saw 

she was speaking with Mr. Slater. He is the 

American in the blue tie. 

 

SLATER will ignore the player unless the player first speaks to the 

BARTENDER. Upon speaking to SLATER. 

 

MAXIM DIALOGUE CHOICE 2 

 

2.1 You must be Mr. Slater. I’ve heard good things. The name’s 
Maximilian Prescott. I deal in international trade. What brings 

you to the Swan country club? 

 

2.2 Well if it isn’t Slater. I haven’t seen you in ages! What are you 

up to nowadays? 

 

SLATER [2.1] 

Nice to meet ya, Prescott. Call me Lionel. 

I just flew in for business myself. 

Supposed to be meetin’ an Edward Serega. 

But it sounds like his train got delayed 

till tomorrow. Ah well. Might as well have 

a few drinks in the meantime, right? Hyeh! 

 

SLATER [2.2] 

Oh… right! You’re uh…. 

 

MAXIM DIALOGUE CHOICE 2.2 

 

2.2.1  Maximilian Prescott. I’m surprised you don’t remember me. 
 

2.2.2 Max Prescott! We did business a while back. 

 

SLATER [2.2.1] 
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Right, right! Sorry about that. I’ve got a 

lot on my plate with this whole Edward 

Serega thing. We were supposed to meet 

today but his train got delayed till 

tomorrow. Hey, I’m on a tight schedule, but 

give me a call next time you’re in town. 

We’ll do lunch. 

 

SLATER [2.2.2] 

Oh… yeah! How’s the… uh, relatives? A-

anyway I’ve gotta run. This Edward Serega 

mess is causing problems. His train got 

delayed till tomorrow, so he’s wasting my 

time. And when he’s wasting my time, he’s 

wasting my money! …. Are you sure we met? 

 

Upon speaking to MME. VAILLANCOURT. MAXIM speaks in fluent French. 

 

MAXIM DIALOGUE CHOICE 3 

 

3.1 Bonjour Mademoiselle. You seem bored. 

 

3.2 I couldn’t help noticing that you were standing alone. Would you 

mind if I kept you company? 

 

VAILLANCOURT [3.1] 

Bored does not even cover the half of it! 

The food here is garbage and I do not know 

anyone! I was supposed to escort Monsieur 

Serega but something is keeping him…. He 

told me to meet him and he is the one who 

is late! Never trust a man who handcuffs 

himself to his briefcase.  

 

MAXIM DIALOGUE CHOICE 3.1 

 

3.1.1 I wonder what he’s hiding. 
 

3.1.2 Have you ever looked inside the briefcase? 
 

VAILLANCOURT [3.1.1] 

He says its business contact information, 

but it could be money, guns, any number of 

weird things!  

 

VAILLANCOURT [3.1.2] 
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No, and I don’t think I want to. He says 

it’s contact information, but who knows? 

 

VAILLANCOURT [3.2] 

(blushing) 

Oh, certainly. I was expecting someone, but 

it turns out he won’t be arriving until 

tomorrow. Not like it matters, Monsieur 

Serega seems to care more about his 

documents than about his women. He keeps a 

briefcase handcuffed to him all the time! 

How weird is that? He says it’s contact 

information, but it could be any number of 

weird things. 

 

After speaking to the first three, the WOMAN IN RED will appear, 

triggering noir mode. Upon questioning WOMAN IN RED. 

 

MAXIM DIALOGUE CHOICE 4 

 

WOMAN IN RED 

I was wondering when you’d come over. 

 

4.1 Maximilian Prescott. It’s a pleasure to make your acquaintance. 

 

4.2 Can a buy you a drink? 

 

4.3 I was hoping I could ask you a few questions. 

 

WOMAN IN RED [4.1] 

You’re blond enough to be a Maximilian, but 

how about you give me your real name, 

Prescott? Well, no matter. What can I do 

for you? Let’s hope your intentions are 

more honest than your words. 

 

WOMAN IN RED [4.2] 

Well, you’re quite the charmer. Sure. And 

make it something strong. That look in your 

eye gives me the impression that your eye 

gives me the impression you’re after 

something other than my phone number. 

 

WOMAN IN RED [4.3] 

You could, yes. But that doesn’t mean I’ll 

answer them.  
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MAXIM takes a seat next to the WOMAN IN RED. If MAXIM selected 

question 4.2, the WOMAN IN RED gets a drink. During DIALOGUE CHOICE 5, 

MAXIM has the opportunity to select each answer. 5.5 ends the 

discussion. 

 

MAXIM DIALOGUE CHOICE 5 

 

5.1 Are you here on business or pleasure? 

 

5.2 What do you do for a living? 

 

5.3 What’s your name? 

 

5.4 What can you tell me about Edward Serega? 

 

5.5 I was just going, actually. 

 

WOMAN IN RED [5.1] 

How generic. Do you work at an airport? You 

can tell me if you do. I’ll keep it a 

secret. But if you’re looking for an actual 

answer then: both. With me business and 

pleasure are one in the same, really.  

 

WOMAN IN RED [5.2] 

I… travel around. Looking for things. Lost 

things. 

 

MAXIM DIALOGUE CHOICE 5.2 

 

5.2.1 Like an archeologist? 

 

5.2.2 Like a reporter? 

 

5.2.3 Like a police officer? 

 

WOMAN IN RED [5.2.1] 

No, like a woman who travels around looking 

for lost things. Next question.  

 

WOMAN IN RED [5.2.2] 

Close enough. 

 

WOMAN IN RED [5.2.3] 

Haha, could you imagine? 
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WOMAN IN RED [5.3] 

Top secret, old chap. Besides, it’s a name 

you’d forget pretty quickly. 

 

WOMAN IN RED [5.4] 

Ah, now we’re getting to the point. Edward 

Serega, right hand man to Victor Sachin. 

They’re practically best friends. He was 

supposed to be here today but… I guess he’s 

a no-show. I scheduled an interview and 

everything. However, he was never really on 

my radar, so I can’t tell you anything 

more. 

 

MAXIM DIALOGUE CHOICE 5.4 

 

5.4.1 So who is on your radar? 

 

5.4.2 We both know that’s not true. 

 

WOMAN IN RED [5.4.1] 

It’s not something that concerns you, 

blondie. 

 

WOMAN IN RED [5.4.2] 

It’s true whether you believe it or not. I 

have bigger things to worry about than 

Russian Politics. 

 

WOMAN IN RED [5.5] 

Oh? And we were just getting to know each 

other. 

 

As MAXIM ends the conversation. 

 

MAXIM 

I have a meeting to get to. Thank you for 

your time. 

 

WOMAN IN RED 

Oh, no trouble. Say, could you repeat that? 

Your accent’s been a little shaky.  

 

MAXIM walks away. The WOMAN IN RED laughs faintly. 

 

MAXIM (V.O.) 
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Something’s not right with that woman. She 

couldn’t have seen through me like that 

without training…. 

 

MAXIM Exits. 

 

 

EXT. COUNTRY CLUB: WEALTHY DISTRICT – NOON 

 

MAXIM gets in his car and drives off. 

REN steps out of the country club and watches his car disappear. 

 

WOMAN IN RED 

Interesting. 

 

Focused, she walks back inside. 

 

 

MISSION 2: Objective 2: Pull Off the Data Heist 

 

 

INT. MIRAGE HQ – LATE AFTERNOON 

 

A few agents sit in a war room. A large digital map is displayed on 

the table monitor.  

DMITRI and IRINA sit quietly – they attract looks from a few agents. 

 

SPECIAL AGENT STONE 

Alright Maxim, what’ve you got? 

 

MAXIM stands. 

 

MAXIM 

We’ve pinpointed Councilman Edward Serega. 

He works closely with Victor Sachin and 

he’ll be arriving tomorrow evening in 

Samara. We’re going to intercept him before 

he does. 

 

The agents look around and mumble in surprise.  

 

MAXIM 

The plan is a bit complex, but the 

operatives I’ll be working with will be 

perfect for this job.  
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DMITRI sits back, crossing his legs. 

IRINA fiddles with her watch. 

 

MAXIM 

Serega’s in charge of keeping track of the 

names and whereabouts of most of O.A.S.I.S. 

executives in a briefcase he keeps with 

him. We need to intercept his train, and 

get those documents.  

 

Focus on the table map: a blue holograph of the train displays on the 

center of the table. 

 

MAXIM (V.O.) 

Look closely. Serega’s room is in the first 

car. 

 

The first car of the train holograph glows yellow. 

 

MAXIM (V.O.) 

Other O.A.S.I.S. members are in the second 

car. 

 

The second car briefly flashes red. 

 

MAXIM (V.O.) 

And guards are in the third car… 

 

The third car briefly flashes red. The first car continues to glow 

yellow. 

 

MAXIM (V.O.) 

… Effectively cutting us off from Serega. 

The files are in a briefcase. A briefcase 

that he’s handcuffed to.  

 

The train zooms out to show white security cameras throughout the 

interior of the train. 

 

To make matters worse, the train is packed 

with security cameras, so if someone’s 

going to infiltrate it, they’ll have to do 

it from the outside. If the cameras notice 
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anyone suspicious, the guards will be on 

you before you can say “Hello.” 

 

The train minimizes to a point on the map labeled “Moscow.” 

Focus on the table map: The route from Moscow to Samara. 

It glows in the dimly lit room. 

The map blips at the Moscow station. 

 

MAXIM (V.O.) 

Irina will board Serega’s train the Moscow 

station. 

 

The map blips at the Samara station. 

 

MAXIM (V.O.) 

At the same time, Dmitri will board in 

Samara on a train headed for Moscow. He 

can’t be seen on Serega’s train. 

 

The trains slowly move across the digital map until their routes cause 

them to be parallel at one point. The graphic freezes and blips at 

that point. 

 

MAXIM (V.O.) 

At the moment the trains align 100 

kilometers outside of Ryazan, Dmitri will 

hop from his train, to Serega’s. 

 

Cut to DMITRI. 

 

DMITRI 

Wait a minute, you expect me to jump from a 

moving train… onto another moving train?  

 

IRINA 

Yeah, that seems a little… dangerous. 

 

DMITRI 

You’re insane.  

 

MAXIM 

When they line up, the trains will be on a 

bridge crossing a river. You could walk 

across them and be fine. 
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DMITRI 

He’s insane. 

 

Focus on map. 

 

MAXIM (V.O.) 

We’ll all be wearing communicators. When 

Dmitri reaches the top of the train, Irina 

will start hacking into the train’s 

compartment coupling system, but first the 

manual pin needs to be pulled out. 

 

The main holographic train enlarges. The coupling points at the front 

and back of the first car (the yellow car) flash before small pins 

raise out of them and float. 

 

MAXIM (V.O.) 

These are located between the first car and 

second car, and between the first car and 

the engine. 

 

DMITRI (V.O.) 

That’s my job, yeah? Climb along the 

outside of the train to unlock train cars. 

Why can’t I get the comfy role? 

 

MAXIM (V.O.) 

I have a feeling you’ll enjoy this next 

part. Dmitri will then wait on top of the 

first car for the next phase, but the front 

of the train is equipped with cameras, 

security systems, and the wandering eyes of 

the occasional window-seat guard. So he’ll 

have to be careful.  

 

Cut to DMITRI. He stares blankly. 

 

DMITRI 

…. 

 

Focus on map. 

 

MAXIM (V.O.) 
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Furthermore, he has to do it within twenty 

minutes; this is when the train reaches 

Penza. 

 

DMITRI (V.O.) 

I think you have something against me now. 

 

MAXIM (V.O.) 

Irina will support you. It’s not as bad as 

it sounds. Next is Irina’s part. 

 

The train graphic minimizes down on the map to a point right before 

Penza. 

 

MAXIM (V.O.) 

When the train reaches the fork in the 

tracks, Irina will separate the first car 

from the rest of the train. 

 

The hologram shows the engine and body of the train separating from 

the yellow car. The engine goes to the left, the track quickly 

switches to make the first car go to the right, and then the track 

quickly switches back to make the body of the train (the second car 

and everything behind it) go left, following the engine. 

 

IRINA (V.O.) 

Got it. 

 

MAXIM (V.O.) 

On the track toward Samara, the engine will 

be re-coupled with the second car. 

 

The hologram shows the engine and body of the train slowly reconnect, 

as the first car (the yellow car) zooms off on another track. 

 

MAXIM (V.O.) 

At this point, Dmitri will still be on top 

of the first car. However, after the car is 

set on the southbound track, I’ll be only 

minutes ahead of it, and that car will be 

coupled to a train engine that I’ll be 

driving. 

 

The hologram shows a different train engine, purple, slowing down on 

the track to connect to the yellow train car following behind it. 
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Agents nod and mumble in approval. 

 

MAXIM (V.O.) 

Dmitri will enter the first car and take 

the briefcase. We’ll leave Serega somewhere 

in Volgograd. And that will be a wrap. 

 

The room gets brighter. The hologram fades. 

 

MAXIM 

Any questions? 

 

SPECIAL AGENT STONE 

Maxim, you’re one of Mirage’s best. This is 

our big break at tracking Sachin. If anyone 

can make this happen, it’s you. Be careful 

out there. 

 

 

EXT. MOSCOW TRAIN STATION – EARLY AFTERNOON 

 

The operation is enacted. 

IRINA waits to board in Moscow. 

Collectible: DIGITAL PHOTO – IRINA.1 

A cool spring wind blows. 

A light drizzle. 

IRINA nestles in her parka. 

Barks: Train (Irina) 

The train begins boarding.  

A woman glances at IRINA before boarding. A WOMAN IN RED. 

IRINA gets aboard the train. 

 

BROADCAST 

<< Welcome aboard Lazerev Railways. For 

twenty years, Lazerev has brought you the 

finest in high-speed cross-country travel. 

Sit back and enjoy the ride. Lazarev 

Railways: “The World in an Instant.” >> 

 

IRINA 

Lazarev? That name sounds so familiar – 

 

DMITRI abruptly patches through to IRINA via an earpiece communicator. 

 

DMITRI (V.O.) 
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Hey, can you hear me? 

 

IRINA takes a seat in one of the small cabins. 

 

IRINA 

(whispering) 

Loud and clear. Well, more loud, than 

clear. 

 

DMITRI (V.O) 

Uh, right. I’m on the train heading your 

way. Keep in touch if anything goes wrong, 

yeah? 

 

IRINA 

You’re not scared, are you? 

 

DMITRI (V.O.) 

You don’t know me very well, so I’ll 

forgive your ignorance. I am excellent; I 

don’t get scared. I’ll just be really 

annoyed if this becomes more of a pain in 

the ass than it has to be. 

 

IRINA 

Whatever. 

 

She takes out her hacking device and begins accessing the train’s 

mainframe computer.  

The connection is unstable; there is interference. 

IRINA becomes worried. 

 

 

EXT. TRAIN – LATE AFTERNOON 

 

IRINA 

Dmitri, are you in position? We’re closing 

in on the jump point. 

 

Switch to DMITRI. 

DMITRI is dressed in his thief attire. 

 

DMITRI 

Yeah, I’m on top of the train. Fortunately 

this one’s a lot less guarded than yours. 
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IRINA (V.O.) 

Alright, get ready. 

 

DMITRI 

Yup. 

 

IRINA (V.O.) 

And Dmitri? 

 

DMITRI 

What? 

 

IRINA (V.O.) 

Don’t fall. 

 

The trains reach the jump point, but they move faster than expected 

due to the wet tracks. 

DMITRI leaps from the first train to the second. 

He lands elegantly, but slides quickly on the wet, slick metal.  

 

DMITRI 

No, no, no, no, no! 

 

DMITRI falls hard on his back and clings to an upper rail to prevent 

slipping off the edge of the train. 

The thud from above alerts the WOMAN IN RED. 

She puts down her cup of tea and looks out of her window. 

She just misses seeing a flash of DMITRI’s hand. 

The WOMAN IN RED stares out her window for a moment before leaving her 

cabin. 

Switch to IRINA. 

 

IRINA 

Are you okay?!  

(whispers) 

I didn’t jinx you… did I? 

 

DMITRI (V.O.) 

Agh, God…. It’s all rainbows and kittens up 

here. (That jump was exactly as bad as it 

sounded.) 

 

IRINA 
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I’m about ready to uncouple the cars, but 

you’ve gotta hurry. My signal’s getting 

worse by the minute. 

 

DMITRI (V.O.) 

Yeah, yeah. I’ll do what I can. 

 

Suddenly, the door of IRINA’s cabin bursts open. 

IRINA quickly hides all of her tech. 

It’s a woman with a cart of treats. 

 

WOMAN 

Hello miss, could I interest you in 

anything? 

 

IRINA 

Ah, no, I’m fine. Thank you. 

 

The woman leaves. 

IRINA breathes a sigh of relief. 

Switch to DMITRI. 

DMITRI Progresses across the tops of the train cars, avoiding exterior 

cameras, tasers, and curious security guards.  

IRINA’s signal is a hazy, so DMITRI receives little aid from her in 

stopping the systems. 

The uncoupling is executed cautiously. 

Upon uncoupling the first of two points, DMITRI climbs to the top of 

the train, narrowly avoiding being seen by the WOMAN IN RED again. 

 

DMITRI 

First pin removed. 

 

IRINA (V.O.) 

Awesome, but speed it up a bit. The switch 

point is coming up in 23.2 kilometers. 

 

DMITRI 

23.2… give or take a kilometer? 

 

IRINA (V.O.) 

No, 23.2 kilometers. 23.1 now. Do you want 

me to write this down? 

 

DMITRI 

No, that’s –  
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IRINA (V.O.) 

I’ve got a pen. 

 

DMITRI 

No, I’ve got. You just keep doing whatever 

is it you’re doing. 

 

DMITRI uncouples the second point and waits above the first car. 

IRINA executes a hacking program (minigame) to completely uncouple the 

compartments. 

At the switch point, the train cars divide as planned. 

 

IRINA (V.O.) 

Aces! See you later! 

 

IRINA’s train heads toward Samara. 

SEREGA’s compartment heads south. 

DMITRI tries to patch through to MAXIM. 

 

DMITRI 

Maxim, are you there? Giant piece of metal 

heading your way. Fast. 

 

MAXIM (V.O.) 

I see you. Brace for impact. 

 

The loose compartment collides with the engine and the two couple 

magnetically. 

DMITRI stumbles during the collision, but maintains his balance. 

 

 

INT. SEREGA’S COMPARTMENT – FAR NORTH OF VOLGOGRAD – LATE AFTERNOON 

 

The force of impact wakes SEREGA. 

He checks to make sure his briefcase is nearby. 

SEREGA stands and walks toward the back door of his compartment. 

He peers through the window. 

On the other side: plains as far as the eye can see. 

 

SEREGA 

I’m being kidnapped…. 

 

DMITRI crashes down through the fire escape. 

He walks slowly toward SEREGA. 
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SEREGA 

Wh-what do you want from me?! 

 

DMITRI 

Give me the briefcase and I’ll let you 

live. 

 

SEREGA 

Wh-who are you? 

 

SEREGA slowly uncuffs himself. 

DMITRI is six meters away. 

 

DMITRI 

Drop the case. 

 

SEREGA sighs. 

 

SEREGA 

Very well. 

 

With inhuman speed, the steel briefcase is hurled at DMITRI and gets 

embedded in the wall at the other side of the train. 

DMITRI barely dodged it. 

 

DMITRI 

What the hell?! 

 

SEREGA’s right arm begins pulsating. 

 

SEREGA 

I gave you the chance to say your last 

words, thief. Now go to hell. 

 

SEREGA tears a booth out of a nearby cabin with one arm and hurls it 

at DMITRI, who backflips out of its way. 

 

DMITRI 

Maxim, what’s going on?! 

 

MAXIM (V.O.) 

No idea, but he’s shaking the entire train.  

 

DMITRI 
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Shaking the train? He’s ripping the damn 

thing to pieces! 

 

Switch to MAXIM 

 

MAXIM 

He’s been enhanced…. 

 

Switch to DMITRI 

MAXIM (V.O.) 

Be careful. He’s been enhanced by 

O.A.S.I.S! He’s not going to be in his 

right mind! 

 

The fight continues. DMITRI is armed with a pistol and basic melee 

tools. 

Seats and small rooms are used for cover. 

The car is soon lined with slashes, dents, and bullet holes.  

The fight is taken to the top of the train. 

 

SEREGA 

You don’t stand a chance. O.A.S.I.S. is the 

future. We’re making a better society; 

you’re just getting in our way! 

 

As SEREGA becomes more wounded, his veins become black, and his voice 

becomes more electronic. 

 

SEREGA 

We’re making humans into something 

stronger, faster, more intelligent. A 

superior species in every way! What makes 

you think you can stop us? 

 

DMITRI 

I like being me. 

 

EDWARD SEREGA is defeated. 

He falls from the top of the train; A quick death.  

 

MAXIM (V.O.) 

Good work. I knew I could count on you. 

 

DMITRI pulls down the cloth covering his face. 
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DMITRI 

Yeah, shut up. I think I cracked a rib. 

 

He picks up the briefcase. 

The destruction in and around that train car is intense. 

The train is too damaged to continue. 

 

MAXIM (V.O.) 

It looks like the fight damaged the power 

core. Meet me outside. We’re walking. 

 

Collectible: DIGITAL PHOTO – DMITRI.1 

DMITRI takes off his tattered thief shirt to be less conspicuous. 

The small two-part train is abandoned. 

The two walk a kilometer to the nearest train station.  

Fortunately, IRINA’s train should be passing though that station soon 

They purchase tickets for Samara. 

Collectible: CHARACTER CARD – ~EDWARD SEREGA~ 

They wait. 

 

MAXIM 

I think that went well. 

 

DMITRI 

Define “well.” 

 

MAXIM 

The plan worked. We got the briefcase, you 

never fell off the train, and we took out 

Sachin’s assistant. I’d call that “well.” 

 

DMITRI 

Mirage definitely owes me for this. 

 

The train to Samara arrives.  

DMITRI and MAXIM receive a warm welcome from IRINA. 

 

 

EXT. SAMARA TRAIN STATION – EARLY EVENING 

 

The trio exits the train. 

Turmoil over SEREGA’s disappearance and the missing train car. 

As DMITRI walks, laughing with IRINA and MAXIM, he notices the WOMAN 

IN RED. His pupils dilate and he breaks a sweat. 
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She does not see him; she is in the process of questioning a guard on 

the whereabouts of a particular world-class thief. 

DMITRI and the others walk away. 

 

 

MISSION 2 END  
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MISSION 3 START 

 

MISSION 3: Objective 1: Infiltrate Sachin's Secret Base 

 

 

INT. MIRAGE HQ – PORT DISTRICT: EVENING 

  

The trio sits around the table. 

Stern expressions 

An urgent debriefing; all are listening intently. 

 

SPECIAL AGENT STONE 

Okay people. We finally got lock on Victor 

Sachin and one of his hideouts in the 

Central District. 

 

STONE traces his finger along map tapping on important points of 

navigation. 

 

SPECIAL AGENT STONE 

We have a boat set up for you here. The 

entrance is under the docks. It’ll be 

relatively smooth sailing if you can 

infiltrate that point. According to these 

blueprints, this base goes pretty deep 

underground, however there’s an elevator 

very close to the entrance. If you watch 

out for guards it’ll take you straight to 

him. Unless there are any questions, 

hopefully by this time tomorrow we won't 

ever see his face on those blasted screens 

again. 

 

Debrief adjourned. 

 

DMITRI 

This seems almost too easy, don't you think?   

 

 

SPECIAL AGENT STONE 

It shouldn’t be hard. He doesn't expect 

anyone to find this place. Who would 

imagine the richest and most powerful man 

in Russia in a place like that?  As long as 

you play it smart and work as a team, there 
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shouldn't be a problem. 

 

DMITRI 

I'm not the one you should worry about.  As 

long as I’m here, victory is assured. 

 

MAXIM 

HA! Oh, sorry. Absolutely Dmitri. Victory 

is assured. 

 

DMITRI 

Hmph - Very funny. 

 

DMITRI starts walking off 

 

MAXIM 

What? I wasn't laughing at you - I was 

laughing at your joke - 

 

The other 2 follow. 

 

DMITRI 

What joke? 

 

MAXIM 

You know - Victor, victory – right? Right? 

No? 

 

IRINA can't help but chuckle. 

 

DMITRI 

You’re so childish. 

 

MAXIM 

Oh, I'm the childish one? 

 

IRINA 

Now, now boys. Let’s all be adults and 

stick to the task at hand. 

 

DMITRI 

Bu- 

 

IRINA 

UH. 
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DMITRI 

B- 

 

IRINA 

UH AHH. 

 

DMITRI 

Hmph. 

 

The three walk off; continuing light banter. 

 

 

EXT. DOCKS - PORT DISTRICT: LATE EVENING 

  

The three congregate at the docks in the north shore. 

A boat waits for them there. 

Waters rough; skies overcast. 

 

DMITRI 

A yacht fit for a king. 

 

It's a small metal boat with three seats that stretch between the 

walls in almost equal thirds. 

A small 40 HP motor on the back. 

DMITRI walks around the dock. 

MAXIM takes out a pack of cigarettes; he lights one. 

 

MAXIM 

Yeah. I'm glad we get the best tools at our 

disposal. 

 

IRINA 

You aren't kidding. I can't wait to dispose 

of this boat. I mean look at the weather.  

We’d probably take on water before we left 

the docks. 

 

MAXIM 

I know right- wait – where’s Dmitri? 

 

The sound of a powerful engine revs. 

DMITRI pulls a nice sports boat around to the dock near the others. 

 

DMITRI 
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All aboard! 

 

MAXIM and IRINA look at each other and shrug. 

They both hop in. 

Full throttle, they drive towards the underground base. 

  

  

EXT. UNDERGROUND BASE – CENTRAL DISTRICT: LATE EVENING 

  

The boat slows. 

DMITRI cuts the engine; they drift quietly under the docks. 

A hidden tunnel. A subterranean door. 

The boat is docked. 

They jump out. 

 

DMITRI 

Ladies first. 

 

IRINA 

What a gentleman- 

 

A quick hacking sequence. 

The door is unlocked. 

 

IRINA 

After you. 

 

DMITRI shoots a dirty look. 

MAXIM drags them both in. 

 

MISSION 3: Objective 2: Hold Off the Guards 

 

 

INT. UNDERGROUND BASE – LOBBY: NIGHT 

  

A rocky hallway; a door to the right. 

The area is examined. 

A glossy tiled floor. 

A large dome room encompasses buttress supports. 

A circular central desk with monitors. 

An elevator shaft in the back. 

Few guards. 

 

MAXIM 
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Alright, I'll distract these guys and you 

two make break for the elevator. I'll hold 

the fort until you two can make it to the 

bottom. 

 

IRINA 

Are you sure? 

 

MAXIM walks in; suave. 

Collectible: DIGITAL PHOTO – MAXIM.2 

He approaches the desk. DMITRI and IRINA wait behind him. 

 

IRINA 

I guess SO. 

 

The guard warns him to leave. 

 

GUARD 

Excuse me sir, but you shouldn't be here! 

 

MAXIM DIALOGUE CHOICE 1 

 

1.1 Of course I shouldn't be here, but if you guys had kept up with 

construction standards, I wouldn't have to be. 

 

1.2 I'm sorry, but I'm lost. Could you help me with directions to get 

to the Central District Underground Mall? 

 

DIALOGUE SET 1.1 BEGIN --- 

 

GUARD 

Excuse me?! 

 

MAXIM 

That's right, I’m a building inspector 

performing an unannounced inspection to 

make sure you are keeping up with building 

standards. 

 

GUARD 

Oh, I – I'm sorry. I didn't know there was 

going to be an inspection. 

 

MAXIM 

I did say it was unannounced. Now may I ask 
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that you bring up your Construction records 

on the computer. 

 

GUARD 

Yes sir. 

 

IRINA takes opportunity to download files to her computer for 

navigation later. 

 

MAXIM 

It seems that you haven't been inspected 

since construction. Oh my. Have you not 

been filling out the yearly forms? 

 

GUARD 

What forms? 

 

MAXIM 

Um- er – you know. 

 

MAXIM reaches into his pocket. 

 

MAXIM 

This one. 

 

MAXIM knocks the man out. 

Deactivates main cameras. 

Growing sounds of clattering feet of patrol officers. 

DMITRI and IRINA are urged forward. 

 

MAXIM 

Go, go, go! 

 

DIALOGUE SET 1.1 END --- 

 

DIALOGUE SET 1.2 BEGIN --- 

 

GUARD 

Go out the way you came and ask someone 

else! 

 

MAXIM 

Pleas sir, just tell me where it is and I 

am out of here. 
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GUARD 

Don't make me ask again! LEAVE! 

 

MAXIM 

What if I gave you a map, could you point 

to where it is? 

 

Maxim reaches into his coat pocket. 

Guard puts gun to his MAXIM's head. 

MAXIM sweeps his arm around the guards arm that's pointing the gun at 

him. 

Guard fires. 

MAXIM pulls him flat across the desk and breaks his arm. 

 

GUARD 

Ahhh!! 

 

MAXIM slams his head against the table knocking the guard out. 

Deactivates main cameras. 

Growing sounds of clattering feet of patrol officers. 

DMITRI and IRINA are urged forward. 

 

MAXIM 

Go, go, go! 

 

DIALOGUE SET 1.2 END --- 

 

They board an elevator. Descending. 

Waves of patrols increasing in number, and in competence. 

 MAXIM holds the desk as a cover point. 

Confident. 

 

MAXIM 

This is where the fun starts. 

 

He holds off the enemies for a period of time. 

  

 

INT. UNDERGROUND BASE - ELEVATOR SHAFT: NIGHT 

  

The elevator stops abruptly; halfway between two floors. 

 

IRINA 

Whoa! 
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DMITRI 

We’ve gotta get these doors open. 

 

Doors pried open 

 

DMITRI 

As always. Ladies first. 

 

IRINA jumps down to the lower floor. 

The doors slam shut. 

The elevator begins to ascend. 

 

IRINA 

DMITRI! 

 

DMITRI 

Damn! …Why do I try to be nice? 

 

DMITRI, exits through the elevator roof and grabs a descending wire. 

Jumps off to air duct. 

Continues on to find another path to the rendezvous point. 

 

DMITRI 

I don't know, this might be more 

comfortable. 

 

Collectible: DIGITAL PHOTO – DMITRI.2 

  

  

MISSION 3: Unexpected Objective: Defeat the Detective 

 

 

EXT. UNDERGROUND BASE - DOCK: NIGHT 

  

Quiet rainfall. 

The WOMAN IN RED is examining the quiet pier. 

A faint sound; rapid gunfire. 

Sees small cement building rests on the pier. 

Grabs door handle. 

Locked. 

She shoots the lock. The door is kicked in. 
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INT. UNDERGROUND BASE – STORAGE ROOM: NIGHT 

  

A small room; cluttered. 

Some boxes are more worn than others. 

 

WOMAN IN RED 

Hmm. 

 

She grins. 

Pushes boxes aside to find a trap door. 

 

WOMAN IN RED 

Gotcha. 

 

The heavy door is lifted. 

A ladder extends into an abyss. 

 

WOMAN IN RED 

90% of the iceberg lies beneath the surface, 

it seems. 

 

Gunfire becomes more pronounced. 

 

WOMAN IN RED 

Sounds like a lot of action. 

 

WOMAN IN RED descends. A metal door at the bottom. 

 

 

INT. UNDERGROUND BASE – HANGAR: NIGHT 

 

An angular room, cool in temperature. 

Multiple pillars. 

Machinery whirs. 

An air vent cover hits the floor. 

DMITRI emerges. 

DMITRI is the masked man the WOMAN IN RED had been looking for. 

DMITRI recognizes the WOMAN IN RED from earlier. 

They simultaneously draw pistols. 

Tense. 

Quick interrogation back and forth. 

 

REN 

My name is Detective Ren Jiayi. What are 

you doing here? 
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DMITRI 

I’d like to ask the same. 

 

REN 

You-you’re the Shade! I was here because I 

heard gunfire, but now that I’ve found you… 

I am placing you under arrest for the theft 

of a priceless British pendant and for 

resisting arrest. 

 

DMITRI 

I am sorry for any inconvenience, but I am 

going to have to resist arrest this time as 

well. 

 

REN 

Come on now.  Let's not exacerbate the 

charges. "You don't have to say anything 

but it may harm your defence if you do not 

mention, when questioned, something you 

later rely on in court. Anything you do say 

may be taken down and given in evidence." 

 

DMITRI 

Are you really reading me my rights? I’m 

truly sorry, but I best be going now. 

 

REN does not shy away from using force. 

 

REN 

You are not going anywhere, Shade! 

 

An intense fight between two very nimble opponents. 

DMITRI proves to be slightly more adept. 

REN is injured and has to stand down. 

DMITRI runs off. 

 

DMITRI 

Yet again, I can't say how truly sorry I am, 

but I really have to go. 

 

REN leaves to seek medical attention. 

Very bitter. 

Collectible: CHARACTER CARD – ~REN JIAYI~ 
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MISSION 3: Objective 3: Rendezvous 

 

 

INT. UNDERGROUND BASE – MAIN CORRIDOR: NIGHT 

 

IRINA continues alone. 

A long curving room. 

Footsteps. 

The sound of approaching conversation. 

 

GUARD 1 

The elevator made it to this floor before 

we could stop it. 

 

GUARD 2 

So they must be on this floor? 

 

GUARD 1 

Well if not on this floor one of the lower 

floors. 

 

GUARD 2 

Why not one of the higher floors? 

 

GUARD 1 

The elevator was apparently empty when it 

reached the lobby, so they must have got 

off right where we stopped it. 

 

GUARD 2 

How will we know who the intruders are?  

Did they give a description? 

 

GUARD 1 

No- but I can almost guarantee you they 

won't be dressed in one of our uniforms. 

 

IRINA incapacitates, kills, or sneaks by patrols. 

Collectible: DIGITAL PHOTO – IRINA.2 

A door at the end of the hall. 

A complex hack job. 

Stairs descend a few flights. 

A door into a spacious room. 
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INT. UNDERGROUND BASE – EXPERIMENTATION ROOM: NIGHT 

 

Large table slabs. 

Machinery hanging above. 

Clean and white, but musty. 

Cautiously walks through. 

Anatomical diagrams line the walls. 

 

IRINA 

What is this place? 

 

On one table rests a severed, twitching arm. 

Hopefully mechanical. 

 

IRINA 

Ughh – Oh my god. 

 

Collectible: CHARACTER CARD – ~VICTOR SACHIN~ 

She reaches the end of the room – coughing and gasping for clean air. 

 

 

INT. UNDERGROUND BASE – HANGAR CORRIDOR: NIGHT 

 

The air is cool. 

IRINA Taking slow deep breaths. 

 

IRINA 

Why was there a severed arm on that table?  

What do they do here? 

 

Machinery whirs in the distance. 

A shuffling sound nearby. 

 

IRINA 

Shhiiitshitshitshishishishhh! 

 

Panicking, she tries the door back into the experimentation room. 

It locked behind her. 

DMITRI appears. 

 

IRINA 

Shit!  OH – God – it's only you. 
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DMITRI 

Man, you were really stressing out there. 

 

Deep sigh of relief and exhaustion. 

 

IRINA 

Thought it might have been a guard - and I 

couldn't get the door open. 

 

DMITRI 

Well you can calm down now, it’s only me.  

However, I had a strange encounter before I 

got here not too long ago. 

 

IRINA 

Well, I did too.  Wait is someone chasing 

you? 

 

DMITRI 

Not anymore.  Turns out a British detective 

has been trying to arrest me.  

 

IRINA 

Why? What happened!? 

 

DMITRI 

 

Well I obviously didn't get arrested and 

she isn't following me.  That's all I know 

and that's all I care about. 

 

IRINA 

Did you kill her!? 

 

DMITRI 

No. No no no. Of course not. 

 

IRINA 

Then why is she not following you? She 

doesn't seem like the type to just give up 

like that. 

 

DMITRI 

I didn’t kill her. I just put her on the 

bench for a while. 
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IRINA 

Oh my god Dmitri! 

 

DMITRI 

What? She came after me! 

 

A loud sound of a machine locking into place, followed by a ding. 

Panic. 

 

DMITRI 

Shhiiitshitshitshishishishhh! 

 

IRINA fumbles yet again to open the door. 

 

DMITRI 

What are you doing? Open the door! 

 

IRINA 

I'm trying! 

 

An elevator door opens. 

MAXIM exits. 

DMITRI and IRINA are very disheveled. 

 

DMITRI 

Shit!  OH – God – it's only you. 

 

MAXIM 

Man, you two were really stressing out 

there. 

 

Deep sigh of relief and exhaustion. 

 

DMITRI 

Thought that might have been guards coming 

down - and she couldn't get the door open. 

 

IRINA 

Well I'm sorry, I couldn't focus with you 

freaking out. 

 

DMITRI 

Alright, alright, let’s just calm down and 

focus.  We’re almost there. 
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More sighs of relief. 

 

 

MISSION 3: Objective 4: Defeat Victor Sachin 

 

 

INT. UNDERGROUND BASE – HANGAR CORRIDOR: NIGHT 

 

IRINA jams most doors to prevent reinforcements. 

 

IRINA 

There, now we shouldn't get any more 

unexpected guests. 

 

They follow an intersecting corridor. 

A large door at the end of the hall. 

IRINA begins to hack in, as it opens suddenly. 

 

IRINA 

Whoa! 

 

DMITRI 

Only if you could have hacked the other 

door that fast. 

 

IRINA 

No, that wasn't me. It opened on its own. 

 

A rectangular room. 

A mysterious voice. 

 

MYSTRIOUS VOICE 

Welcome, I have been expecting you. 

 

Large screens and control panels. 

In the middle sits a man in a suit. 

VICTOR SACHIN. 

He turns and continues to speak. 

 

SACHIN 

Come in and stay a while. 

 

He walks towards them, in a calm and cool manner. 

The three conversely tense up. Aggressive. 
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SACHIN 

Don't be so tense.  I just want to talk. 

 

MAXIM intends to bring him to justice. 

He tries to convince them of his purpose. 

 

SACHIN 

I know why you are here, but do you know 

why I am here? 

 

MAXIM 

I may not know why you are doing whatever 

it is you plan on doing, but from what I’ve 

seen, it isn't good. You need to answer for 

your crimes. 

 

SACHIN 

Well if you had seen the things I have seen, 

I don't think you would have that same 

opinion. 

 

SACHIN gets no sympathy. 

 

MAXIM 

I don't care what you have seen. Performing 

experiments on people and controlling 

society? It's inexcusable. 

 

SACHIN 

You think what I have done is inexcusable?  

What about all the wars that have happened 

in the past Millennium, over what?  

Religion, race? Insignificant differences. 

I am merely trying to prevent humans from 

killing themselves and the rest of the 

planet. 

 

IRINA 

We’re all human and we make mistakes, but 

we wouldn't be human anymore if we couldn't 

make our own decisions. 

 

SACHIN 

At least you would still be alive. 
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DMITRI 

Would hardly seem worth it. 

 

SACHIN 

You think life is only worth living if you 

can kill others? 

 

DMITRI 

No, it's only worth living, if I have 

control over my own body and mind. 

Otherwise I am just a trapped in an empty 

vessel with no way out. 

 

SACHIN 

Well… drastic measures need to be taken 

since no one has yet been willing to take 

care of the situation. I am just stepping 

up to do what must be done to save the 

planet. If you are against me you are 

against the planet; that, I cannot and will 

not tolerate. 

 

Battle begins. 

SACHIN attacks. 

Unparalleled strength and speed. 

DMITRI fires upon him. He always evades. 

MAXIM fights up close. Ineffective. 

IRINA takes point. 

RUSTY distracts and slows him down. 

The other two become more effective. 

A bullet strikes SACHIN in the face. 

He falls hard, hand covering his face. 

When he pulls his hand away, exposed wires are visible in the wound. 

Behind DMITRI, IRINA, and MAXIM, a sudden surge of electricity flows 

into the panels. 

Concussive explosion. 

MAXIM is blasted forward; disoriented. 

DMITRI and IRINA are knocked unconscious. 

 

SACHIN 

I have a job for you, for old time’s sake. 

 

IRINA is taken hostage by SACHIN as he flees the base. 
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MAXIM 

I-rin-ahh.  Ergh. 

 

MAXIM soon recovers and gets on his feet. 

 

MAXIM 

Ugh…. Damn it.  

 

MAXIM picks up DMITRI. 

 

MAXIM 

Up we go. 

 

MAXIM walks off carrying DMITRI. 

 

MAXIM 

 Don't worry Irina.  We will save you. 

 

MISSION 3 END 
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MISSION 4 START 

 

 MISSION 4: Objective 1: Rescue Irina 

  

 

INT. UNDERGROUND BASE – EXPERIMENTATION ROOM: LATE NIGHT 

 

Surgeons encircle a table. 

IRINA strapped to the table. 

Unconscious; Neck turned to the side. 

Surgeons cautiously implant a chip in the back of her neck. 

The chip blinks to life. 

The surgeons step away. 

IRINA awakes. 

Eyes glazed white. 

 

 

INT. MIRAGE HQ – INFIRMARY: NOON 

  

DMITRI awakes, disoriented and confused. 

 

DMITRI 

Ehhh, where am I? 

 

MAXIM leans over his bed. 

 

MAXIM 

Finally awake there, sleeping beauty? 

 

DMITRI 

Huh, where is Irina? 

 

MAXIM 

Ahh, yeah, apparently when we got knocked 

out Sachin kidnapped Irina. 

 

DMITRI's expression turns to shock. 

 

DMITRI 

What!  Why? 

 

DMITRI mutters. 

 

DMITRI 
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I'm going to kill that freak if I ever 

catch another glimpse of him. 

 

A television flashes on. 

IRINA's face fills the screen. 

All monitors in Mirage HQ show the same video. 

 

DARK IRINA 

Hello Mirage, I hope all is well. 

 

Everyone stares at the screen. 

 

DARK IRINA 

I am here to deliver a message.  Mirage is 

to stand down and not to interfere any 

further in O.A.S.I.S. Affairs. 

 

Footage pans back revealing more of the background. 

Ornate architecture. 

A window overlooking a garden. 

It is the Cathedral. 

Everyone's eyes widen. 

IRINA continues. 

DARK IRINA 

Why don't you just give MAXIM and your 

other agents a vacation and every one will 

be happy.  They work so hard, they deserve 

it. 

 

DMITRI is motivated to save her. 

 

DMITRI 

You guys saw that didn't you? She is at the 

St. Paul's Cathedral in the South District! 

 

Others suspect a trap. 

 

MAXIM 

Dmitri – I highly doubt that they would so 

easily give away their position if they 

weren't prepared for someone to come find 

them. 

 

DMITRI 
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Are you telling me you’re just going to let 

them have her? You’re not going to do 

anything about it? 

 

MAXIM 

We have to think about this. We need a plan. 

 

DMITRI 

She may not have time for you to think of a 

brilliant plan. I'm going to go save her. 

 

MAXIM 

No, wait! What if that's what they want you 

to do? 

 

DMITRI 

Then they’ll get what they want, I’ll get 

what I want, and we’ll all be happy.  

Sounds like a plan if I ever heard one. 

 

DMITRI heads off. 

 

MAXIM 

Dmitri! Wait! - damn it. 

 

 

EXT. PORT DISTRICT: NOON 

  

MAXIM catches up. 

 

MAXIM 

Dmitri! Come on, listen to me. I know that 

you want to save her, but what if they have 

a plan.  She clearly was telling us to back 

off. I think they got the exact response 

they wanted out of you.  You can't let them 

manipulate you like that. 

 

DMITRI doesn’t want to be stopped. 

 

DMITRI 

I won't get caught by them. I have gotten 

in and out of worse situations than this 

before. I can handle it. Now go away! 
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He walks faster, but soon stops in frustration. 

 

DMITRI 

You can't stop me from going. So just leave 

me alone already! 

 

MAXIM 

I am not stopping you. I’m going with you. 

 

DMITRI 

You can’t help me! 

 

MAXIM 

I don't know if you’ve ever thought about 

this, but it is a lot easier to sneak in 

and reach Irina than it is to get OUT with 

Irina right? 

 

DMITRI 

I know what I am doing! I am a professional 

thief for Christ’s sakes! 

 

MAXIM 

A person doesn’t fit in your pocket, Dmitri. 

You can't just sneak out with an entire 

person and not have someone notice. All I’m 

saying is that you get in there and get 

Irina, and then I will help you get out. 

 

DMITRI 

Fine, but you better not get in my way. 

 

MAXIM 

Don't worry I won't, and nothing else will 

live long to get in your way either. 

 

MAXIM convinces DMITRI that he cannot accomplish this alone. 

  

  

INT. DMITRI’S MANSION – WEALTHY DISTRICT: EARLY AFTERNOON 

  

MAXIM marvels at the home. 

 

MAXIM 
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Wow – where did you get all of this… stuff? 

 

DMITRI is far from modest. 

 

DMITRI 

I stole them. They are all my souvenirs 

from the places I have been. 

 

They speak as MAXIM walks around and DMITRI gathers his things. 

 

MAXIM 

Is there anything here that you didn't 

steal? 

 

DMITRI 

Well, I didn't steal the house.  It's not 

something I can have without someone 

noticing. 

 

MAXIM 

I thought I had a lot of stuff, but 

apparently that's nothing compared to what 

you bring. 

 

DMITRI 

I have to be prepared for any situation on 

the fly. I usually don't have anyone to 

depend on, but since you’re coming along, I 

might have to bring even more stuff. 

 

MAXIM 

Aren't you a lone wolf. 

 

MAXIM notices a familiar diamond pendant. 

 

DMITRI 

Let’s go before you break anything. 

 

Before he can comment, DMITRI begins to leave. 

 

MAXIM 

You’re very touchy about your stolen 

gallery. 

 

EXT. DMITRI'S MANSION - WEALTHY DISTRICT: EARLY AFTERNOON 
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After stocking up on additional weaponry, they get back into MAXIM’s 

car. 

Destination: Cathedral. 

 

 

EXT. CATHEDRAL – WEALTHY DISTRICT: AFTERNOON 

 

They park on the road opposite of the Cathedral. 

 

DMITRI 

This is it.  I always looked at the 

Cathedral from my restaurant. I’m surprised 

they had a base of operations so close to 

where I work. 

 

A large, worn-down structure with lots of overgrowth. 

MAXIM watches for cameras or patrols. 

 

MAXIM 

Lets go. 

 

DMITRI 

I'll go high, you go low. 

 

The two enter from a side gate. 

DMITRI scales the building. 

MAXIM continues around the perimeter. 

He notices patrols are on the first floor. 

DMITRI hangs from a ledge to look through a stained-glass window. 

IRINA is nowhere in sight. 

Patrols surround a large shipping container. 

IRINA could be there. 

DMITRI communicates with MAXIM. 

 

DMITRI 

Maxim, there seems to be a lot of interest 

in that container in the middle there.  

That has to be where they’re holding her. 

 

MAXIM (V.O) 

OK, but let’s try to take out as many 

before so our escape will be easier. 

 

DMITRI 
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Sounds good. 

 

DMITRI sneaks into the upper level and stealthily takes out patrols. 

Collectible: DIGITAL PHOTO – DMITRI.3 

Other patrols soon become alerted. MAXIM enters from the back. 

A quiet skirmish. 

The guards are taken out. 

 

MAXIM 

Hey now, let’s just go to sleep. Sleep. Shh. 

Good. Now don't get anywhere. 

 

They both round to the front of the container. 

Signal a count with fingers back from 3. 

The shipping container is opened. 

A large monitor is present; No IRINA. 

 

DMITRI & MAXIM 

Oh hell. 

 

Video of IRINA appears. 

 

DARK IRINA 

Now now, did I not specifically tell you to 

stay out of our business? I am pretty sure 

I could not have made it more clear. No 

matter. I believe this will get the message 

through your thick skull. 

 

The broadcast zooms out to show a young girl being held. 

Squirming. Whimpering. 

MAXIM becomes tense. 

It is ANYA. 

 

DARK IRINA 

It is a shame you didn't get the message 

the first time, she looks like such a nice 

girl. It would be absolutely heart breaking 

if anything were to happen to her. 

 

TV focuses back on Irina. 

 

DARK IRINA 

So now that you know the gravity of the 

situation, and you clearly are not going to 
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stay out of our business, we are going to 

have to make a deal here. If you deliver 

the prototype to us tomorrow at 5pm in 

Central Park, we will release the girl and 

we will go our separate ways. If not, well 

we see just how well she can swim tied to a 

cinderblock. You were a good daddy and 

taught her to swim right? See you tomorrow! 

 

If MAXIM wants to see ANYA alive, Mirage must give up the prototype. 

 

MAXIM 

God damn it! How did this happen?! I swear, 

if anything happens to her, there will be a 

hell to pay. 

 

 

MISSION 4: Objective 2: Make the Trade 

  

  

INT. CATHEDRAL – WEALTHY DISTRICT: AFTERNOON 

  

The two are ambushed by patrols. 

 

MAXIM 

Company. 

 

A loud skirmish. 

They soon make a break for the car. 

 

MAXIM 

Where would you be without me? 

 

A quick getaway; 

Beeline for MAXIM’s house. 

 

 

INT. MAXIM'S HOUSE – SUBURBAN DISTRICT: LATE AFTERNOON 

 

MAXIM’s home is ravaged. 

 

MAXIM 

Damn it, Damn it! Damn it! 
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ANYA is nowhere to be found. 

Disbelief; A cry of anger. 

MAXIM lashes out at DMITRI. 

 

 

MAXIM 

You just had to run out go after her, 

didn't you? Why couldn't you just stop and 

think about the situation for a God damn 

second?! You think you’re immortal and you 

don't need anyone else, but you’re not. No 

one else is! You would be dead if it 

weren't for me, and my daughter would still 

be here if it wasn’t for you! You just 

single-handedly undid everything we have 

been working towards! You- You self-

centered, arrogant, parasitic bastard! 

 

DMITRI says nothing. 

MAXIM tries to regain control. 

 

MAXIM 

(he sighs) 

I am sorry. I didn’t mean that. I just had 

to release. 

 

DMITRI 

No. I am the one to be sorry. Truer words 

have never been spoken. I deserved every 

one of those remarks. And now, since we got 

that out of the way, we need to find a way 

to save your daughter. 

 

MAXIM 

I know, but we have caused Mirage a lot of 

trouble already. I don't know what they’re 

going to think about all of this. 

 

 

DMITRI 

Well, it's your daughter, I am sure they 

would be willing to sympathize with that. 

 

Collectible: DIGITAL PHOTO – MAXIM.3 
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INT. MIRAGE HQ – PORT DISTRICT: LATE AFTERNOON 

 

The two report back. 

Mirage refuses to negotiate with O.A.S.I.S. 

 

 

STONE 

Absolutely not.  We will not negotiate with 

O.A.S.I.S. It is you two who got into this 

mess. You have to deal with your own 

insubordination. This prototype is all that 

stands between O.A.S.I.S. and the end of 

society. 

 

 

MAXIM struggles to keep his composure. 

 

MAXIM 

Actually no. Irina is by far more valuable 

to them than this prototype. She’s a genius. 

She could probably build a better version 

of that prototype if they wanted her to.  

This prototype is not stopping them, it’s 

just delaying the inevitable. 

 

STONE 

That’ll be all the time we need to come 

with a plan to stop them. 

 

MAXIM 

By doing what exactly?! They have too = 

much power; we couldn't get near them if we 

tried. They are in so deep! Making this 

trade is the closest we will ever get to 

them again. If we can pull this off, we can 

get Irina, Anya, and the Prototype. If not, 

either A, they get the prototype and we’re 

all doomed, or B they don't get the 

prototype and we’ll all be doomed next week. 

There are no benefits to waiting any longer. 

They will get what they want as long as 

they have Irina, and as soon as they do, 

they will have no use of my daughter. It is 

either now or never! 
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STONE 

…How exactly do you plan on pulling this 

off? 

 

MAXIM 

Central Park, out of all places he could’ve 

chosen, I don't know a more perfect place. 

 

STONE 

How so? 

 

MAXIM 

The Resistance. Central park is always 

teeming with Resistance members. There 

isn't a more perfect way to cause a ruckus 

and confusion than with a mob of protestors. 

 

He cements his argument and takes the prototype. 

 

STONE 

Well. You heard the man. Central Park. 

Let’s get to it! 

 

They are followed by several Mirage agents. 

 

 

EXT. CENTRAL PARK – CENTRAL DISTRICT: EARLY EVENING 

 

Upon arriving at the rendezvous point, a Resistance rally can be seen 

in front of an O.A.S.I.S. affiliated building. 

 

MAXIM 

 

What I tell you? 

 

A limo pulls up. 

VICTOR SACHIN steps out, with elite patrols following in twos. 

 

SACHIN 

Ah, Maxim! I was wondering if you’d show. 

What a loving father. 

 

MAXIM 

Let me see Anya. At least prove to me she's 
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okay. 

 

From another vehicle, ANYA, accompanied by guards, emerges. 

IRINA emerges. 

DMITRI reassures IRINA. 

 

DMITRI 

Don't worry Irina, we will get you out of 

here! 

 

She pays no attention. 

She is under SACHIN’s control. 

Her identity as a former O.A.S.I.S. researcher is revealed. 

 

SACHIN 

Silly man. She doesn't know you. She only 

knows what I want her to know, thanks to a 

little chip that she so kindly made for me 

so long ago. 

 

DMITRI 

What are you talking about? 

 

SACHIN 

Oh. Hasn't she ever told you? She used to 

work for O.A.S.I.S. She was my top 

researcher and developer, it must have… 

slipped her mind. 

 

DMITRI 

No, she couldn't have. She was trying to 

help us stop you! 

 

SACHIN 

We were so fortunate for her to have fallen 

into our lap. Such a young and talented 

girl, yet cursed to have heart failure. So 

we provided her with a heart and a job 

offer. She was by far our most valuable 

employee. However, she became resistant to 

our plans and she became too much of a 

threat. She knew too much. We had to get 

rid of her, but she was too valuable to 

kill. So we erased her memories and left 

her to start a new life, so that one day we 
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could bring her back onto our side. But now, 

she won't have to deal with her moral 

stipulations anymore she will help us 

finish what we have started and I will rid 

this world of violence and war. 

 

SACHIN patronizes MAXIM and DMITRI. 

 

SACHIN 

Now why don't you just hand over the 

prototype and we will let this beautiful 

young girl go. 

 

SACHIN pinches her cheek. 

ANYA spits in his face. 

SACHIN slaps her. 

MAXIM lets anger show. 

 

MAXIM 

Don’t you dare touch her! 

 

SACHIN 

I must say, I expected more manners from 

the daughter of a man such as yourself. 

 

MAXIM 

If those aren't good manners then I don't 

know what are. 

 

The interaction attracts the Resistance rally. 

ANYA is far more important to MAXIM than the prototype. 

 

VICTOR 

You know Maxim I would choose your words 

more wisely. You are not exactly in 

position to be making such petty jokes. 

 

Patrols start dragging the girl back to car. 

 

ANYA 

Daddy! 

 

MAXIM 

No! Wait! I’m sorry! You’re absolutely 

right. I have what you want. Just let her 
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go. Please. 

 

VICTOR 

That's more like it. 

 

MAXIM moves forward holding the prototype. 

Patrols bring ANYA closer. 

When the exchange begins, the Resistance attempts to stop it. 

MAXIM however already hands over the prototype. 

 

RESISTANCE MEMBER 

O.A.S.I.S?! Not today! 

 

 

MISSION 4: Objective 3: Stop Irina and Save Anya 

 

 

EXT. CENTRAL PARK – CENTRAL DISTRICT: EVENING 

 

The situation explodes. 

 

VICTOR 

What are you fools doing? Stop them at once! 

 

VICTOR turns and runs behind his limo. 

 

VICTOR 

Irina! Take care of them will you!? 

 

DARK IRINA 

It would be my pleasure. 

 

An all-out battle: IRINA and the patrols versus Mirage and the 

Resistance. 

IRINA’s abilities and control over the environment are supernatural. 

Eventually, RUSTY comes to life to aid MAXIM and DMITRI. 

It releases a self-destructive EMP near IRINA. 

The control chip on her neck malfunctions. 

IRINA falls unconscious. 

 

DMITRI 

Irina! 

 

RUSTY uses the last of its strength to scuttle toward her before 
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losing all functionality. 

Most patrols are defeated. 

Mirage suffered few casualties; the Resistance suffered many. 

 

STONE 

Well, he may have gotten away, but at least 

it looks like we were able to get 

everything. - Right? - MAXIM? 

 

MAXIM 

Not exactly. 

 

In the chaos, SACHIN escaped with the prototype. 

 

STONE 

Damn! 

 

ANYA is left behind. 

 

ANYA 

Daddy!!!! 

 

MAXIM runs to hug ANYA. 

 

MAXIM 

Anya! I’m so glad you’re okay. He didn't 

hurt you, did he? 

 

ANYA 

No, but that's because you saved me. 

 

MAXIM 

I would never let him or anyone hurt you. 

 

 

DMITRI tends to IRINA. 

 

DMITRI 

Irina! Irina – can you hear me? Irina!? 

Shit. Quick! Someone help! She isn't 

responding! 

 

STONE heads over to check on her. 

 

STONE 
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She is still breathing. She’s just 

unconscious. We better bring her back to HQ 

as soon as possible. 

 

Collectible: DIGITAL PHOTO – IRINA.3 

Morale is low with Mirage and the Resistance. 

 

STONE 

We lost the prototype, and we have suffered 

several casualties today of some very fine 

agents. 

 

Mirage officials express disappointment. 

 

STONE 

I can’t say how disappointed I am in your 

decision making and insubordination as a 

Mirage agents. Both of you. You cost us the 

lives of men. You let your feelings get in 

the way, Maxim, and you put the world at 

risk for your daughter. However, I cannot 

say that I wouldn’t have done the same. I’m 

glad she’s is okay, but we cannot delay any 

longer. We need answers. And Irina’s just 

the person to give them to us. 

 

They return to Mirage HQ to take IRINA to the Infirmary. 

 

MISSION 4 END 
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MISSION 5 START 

 

MISSION 5: Objective 1: Reach the O.A.S.I.S. Master Control Room 

 

 

INT. MIRAGE HQ – Infirmary: EARLY EVENING 

 

IRINA opens her eyes. Bandages around her neck, upper left arm, lower 

right arm, and chest. 

Lost memories flood back to her. 

The past is pieced together. 

She stirs. 

 

IRINA 

Agh…. 

 

IRINA sits up. 

DMITRI stands. He rests his hat on the side table. 

 

DMITRI 

Irina…. 

 

IRINA 

My name is… Lazarev. Sophie Lazarev. I’m 

from the Lazarev family in Moscow. My 

mother was Diana Lazarev, a lawyer, and my 

father is Chal Lazarev, the owner of 

Lazarev Railways…. 

 

Tears begin rolling down IRINA’s face.  

 

SOPHIE 

I worked for O.A.S.I.S for five years 

before Victor came and changed everything. 

He wanted to control people. When I tried 

to stop what they were doing… 

 

SOPHIE trembles, clenching her teeth in anger.  

 

SOPHIE 

Victor Sachin took everything from me! 

 

DMITRI hugs her tightly.  

She cries into his shirt. 
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INT. MIRAGE HQ – Infirmary: EARLY EVENING 

 

The war room. 

AGENT STONE and several other Mirage agents sit around a table. 

KIRIL EKK, leader of the Resistance, is present, having offered his 

full aid. 

At the front of the room, MAXIM stands beside SPECIAL AGENT STONE. 

 

SPECIAL AGENT STONE 

As of today, Agent Nizienko has been 

advanced to Special Agent status. 

 

The room mutters in agreement.  

 

SPECIAL AGENT STONE 

Everything has been leading up to this 

moment. The end of Victor Sachin is on the 

horizon. Go ahead, Maxim. 

 

STONE sits. 

SOPHIE enters the room, followed by DMITRI. 

Everyone eyes SOPHIE for a moment. 

 

MAXIM 

(warmly) 

Please. Have a seat. 

 

The room diverts their attention back to MAXIM. 

 

MAXIM 

Tonight is the night. Victor Sachin has 

corrupted O.A.S.I.S. He made it into 

something worth despising.  

 

MAXIM walks around the room.  

 

MAXIM 

But we have the chance to set everything 

right. Sachin has affected us all in 

different ways. But if we unite, and if we 

hit O.A.S.I.S. right now, when they’re 

least expecting it, we can put a stop to 

everything. 
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KIRIL 

How do you propose we do that? O.A.S.I.S. 

is weak right now, but so are we. Rising 

against the entirety of O.A.S.I.S., 

especially in the state we’re in, would be 

a suicide mission. 

 

MAXIM 

Not quite. We have a secret weapon. 

 

MAXIM stares at SOPHIE. 

 

MAXIM 

What did you do three years ago that scared 

O.A.S.I.S. so badly they would erase your 

memory? 

 

SOPHIE sits in shock for a moment. 

It comes back to her. 

SOPHIE’s speech pattern is noticeably different from IRINA’s. 

 

SOPHIE 

A virus. I made a virus so powerful that it 

could cripple the entire mainframe and 

Victor Sachin. Over the years he became 

more machine than man. That is his greatest 

weakness. 

 

MAXIM 

We need that virus. 

 

SOPHIE looks down in dismay. 

 

SOPHIE 

It takes time. I… I don’t have the 

resources. 

 

SIMON, the lab guy, chips in. 

 

SIMON 

We have the resources. We’ll help you! Now 

isn’t the time for us to hold back. 

 

KIRIL 

Can you do this? 
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SOPHIE 

Yes. I can. 

 

DMITRI 

Aha, then it’s settled!  

 

REN JIAYI barges in unannounced.  

The room turns in surprise. 

DMITRI maintains caution.  

 

REN 

Relax. I’m not here to break up your tea 

party. I want to help. 

 

DMITRI 

You’ve gotta be kidding me. 

 

REN 

That voice sounds familiar. Nice to see you 

with the mask off, Shade. 

 

REN chuckles to herself. 

DMITRI feels exposed. He isn’t laughing. 

 

MAXIM 

Detective Jiayi. Thank you. We can use all 

the help we can get. 

 

DMITRI 

Does this mean you’ve given up? 

 

REN 

Not a chance, Fedora. I’m just taking a 

short vacation. Besides, the enemy of my 

enemy is my friend, right? 

 

REN winks at DMITRI. 

DMITRI can’t help but smile in amusement. 

 

REN 

Well? Come on, people. We don’t have all 

night. 

 

MAXIM plans an all-out attack on O.A.S.I.S. with the REN, Mirage, and 
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the Resistance while SOPHIE creates a virus to shut down the system. 

 

 

EXT. CENTRAL DISTRICT – O.A.S.I.S. HQ (REN’S HELICOPTER): EVENING 

 

A looming ivory tower. 

The Resistance fights on the front lines. 

REN flies DMITRI, MAXIM, and SOPHIE toward the roof of O.A.S.I.S. HQ. 

MAXIM is armed with his best guns. 

DMITRI is suited in his thief attire, but has ditched the mask. 

SOPHIE examines the technological vial in her hands. The virus brings 

back rough memories. She now wears a new, violet version of RUSTY. 

MAXIM takes out a pack of cigarettes; He lights one. 

 

DMITRI 

You had a helicopter this whole time?! 

 

REN 

Ta-da.  

 

MAXIM 

That… explains a lot, actually. 

 

REN 

We’re getting close. Get ready. 

 

Missile lock alarm blares.  

 

REN 

Damn! Air patrol drones. Someone get on the 

machine gun. 

 

MAXIM mounts the gun; air drones are eliminated along the way. 

 

REN 

Coming in hot! 

 

MAXIM destroys roof security cameras as they land. 

 

REN 

Thank you for flying with us. Please watch 

your step on the way out. 

 

MAXIM, SOPHIE, and DMITRI hop off. 
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DMITRI 

(to REN) 

Now what?  

 

REN 

You have my support, but this is your 

fight.  

 

SOPHIE 

I won’t forget what you’ve done. 

 

REN 

I can say the same for you. You have the 

power to fix a broken society.  

 

REN readies the controls. 

She shouts above the roar of the propellers. 

 

REN 

Oh, and Dmitri. Try not to die before I 

take you into custody! 

 

DMITRI 

Haha. It’s not over yet, Detective! 

 

REN smiles. 

 

REN 

You’ve got a lot of people counting on you 

– even if they don’t know it yet! 

 

REN takes off. 

She sighs. 

REN 

The Shade was right there and…. Ha, I must 

be getting soft. 

 

REN ascends further away from the building. 

 

MAXIM 

So this is it. Who’s taking point? 

 

The player can choose to lead the squad with MAXIM, SOPHIE, or DMITRI. 
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MISSION 5: Objective 1.A – If MAXIM is selected 

 

 

EXT. O.A.S.I.S. HQ – ROOF: NIGHT 

 

MAXIM 

Alright. Let’s not waste time. 

 

MAXIM shoots open the lock on the roof door. 

The trio bolts in. 

 

 

INT. O.A.S.I.S. HQ – 79
th
 FLOOR: NIGHT 

 

MAXIM, DMITRI, and SOPHIE force their way through patrols. 

They come to a large central room. White, cylindrical. 

A spiral walkway ends at the 60
th
 floor - just above the control room. 

They descend the Guggenheim-esque area.  

It’s too open; Foes on all sides. 

 

MAXIM 

Take cover! It’s too dangerous! 

 

A loud explosion. 

 

SOPHIE 

Watch out! 

 

REN’s destroyed helicopter bursts through the skylight above the 

cylindrical room. 

MAXIM dives forward. 

Meteoric metal destroys the walkway between MAXIM and the others. 

The destroyed helicopter leaves DMITRI speechless. 

 

SOPHIE 

Maxim, we’re on our way! 

 

MAXIM 

There’s no time. Just meet me at the 

elevator on the 60
th
 floor. 

 

SOPHIE and DMITRI vanish into a corridor on the 72
nd
 floor. 

 

 

INT. O.A.S.I.S. HQ – 70
th
 FLOOR: NIGHT 
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MAXIM decides to take a less exposed path. 

Collectible: DIGITAL PHOTO – MAXIM.4 (bonus) 

MAXIM fights various patrols as he navigates the hallways and descends 

back stairways. 

Barks: O.A.S.I.S. HQ (Maxim) 

SOPHIE patches in on the communicator. 

 

SOPHIE (V.O.) 

Maxim. Are you hanging in there? 

 

MAXIM 

It’s not a problem. How’s Dmitri? 

 

SOPHIE (V.O.) 

He is bit shaken up after the crash, but 

we’re both fine. We encountered just a few 

nasties we’ve never seen before. Huge robot 

patrols. Be careful, they do not go down 

easily. 

 

MAXIM 

Copy that. 

 

10-foot tall war robots soon impede his path.  

They cannot be destroyed by normal means. 

MAXIM has the option to keep shooting until everything is dead, or 

sneak by the swarm disguised as a patrol officer. 

He soon reaches the control room elevator on the 60
th
 floor. 

If disguised, MAXIM attempts to convince the guard to let him through; 

either he succeeds, or he dies. 

If not disguised, MAXIM is in for his biggest patrol fight yet. 

Entering the elevator triggers MISSION 5: Objective 2. 

 

 

MISSION 5: Objective 1.B – If SOPHIE is selected 

 

 

EXT. O.A.S.I.S. HQ – ROOF: NIGHT 

 

SOPHIE 

Just give me one… second…. 

 (pause) 

There. 
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SOPHIE hacks open the roof door. 

The trio bolts in. 

 

 

INT. O.A.S.I.S. HQ – 79
th
 FLOOR: NIGHT 

 

SOPHIE, MAXIM, and DMITRI force their way through patrols. 

They come to a large central room. White, cylindrical. 

A spiral walkway ends at the 60
th
 floor - just above the control room. 

They descend the Guggenheim-esque area.  

It’s too open; Foes on all sides. 

 

DMITRI 

We’re sitting ducks out here.  

 

SOPHIE 

We need to fall back! 

 

A loud explosion. 

REN’s destroyed helicopter bursts through the skylight above the 

cylindrical room. 

 

MAXIM 

Jump! 

 

SOPHIE leaps forward, narrowly plummeting to her death. 

Meteoric metal destroys the walkway between SOPHIE and the others. 

The destroyed helicopter leaves DMITRI speechless. 

SOPHIE gets back up on her feet. 

 

SOPHIE 

Maxim! Dmitri! 

 

DMITRI snaps out of his stupor. 

DMITRI 

Are you alright? 

 

SOPHIE 

I’m fine! 

 

MAXIM 

We need to move! Sophie, rendezvous with us 

at the bottom! 

 

MAXIM and DMITRI vanish into a corridor on the 72
nd
 floor. 
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INT. O.A.S.I.S. HQ – 70
th
 FLOOR: NIGHT 

 

SOPHIE decides to take a less exposed path. 

Collectible: DIGITAL PHOTO – IRINA.4 (bonus) 

SOPHIE fights various patrols as she navigates the hallways and 

descends back stairways. 

Barks: O.A.S.I.S. HQ (Irina) 

DMITRI patches through on the communicator. 

 

DMITRI (V.O) 

Watch out. We just fought some pretty hard 

patrol bots. They’ve got insane armor, but 

they’re weak near the joints. 

 

SOPHIE 

Thanks for the heads up, Dmitri. 

 

DMITRI (V.O.) 

Anytime. 

 

10-foot tall war robots soon impede her path.  

They cannot be destroyed by normal means. 

SOPHIE needs to use hacking in conjunction with close quarters combat. 

She soon reaches the control room elevator on the 60
th
 floor. 

A horde of patrols and robots surround the elevator.  

She will need to plan her attack ten steps ahead. 

Entering the elevator triggers MISSION 5: Objective 2. 

 

 

MISSION 5: Objective 1.C – If DMITRI is selected 

 

 

EXT. O.A.S.I.S. HQ – ROOF: NIGHT 

 

If DMITRI is selected: 

 

DMITRI 

Let’s use some discretion, yeah? 

 

DMITRI climbs through a side vent and unlocks the door from the other 

side. 

The trio bolts in. 
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INT. O.A.S.I.S. HQ – 79
th
 FLOOR: NIGHT 

 

DMITRI, SOPHIE, and MAXIM force their way through patrols. 

They come to a large central room. White, cylindrical. 

A spiral walkway ends at the 60
th
 floor - just above the control room. 

They descend the Guggenheim-esque area.  

It’s too open; Foes on all sides. 

 

DMITRI 

Dammit, we’re surrounded! 

 

A loud explosion. 

 

SOPHIE 

Everyone, watch out! 

 

REN’s destroyed helicopter bursts through the skylight above the 

cylindrical room. 

DMITRI outruns the wreckage; pieces of meteoric metal destroy the 

walkway between DMITRI and the others. 

The destroyed helicopter leaves DMITRI speechless. 

 

SOPHIE 

Dmitri! Are you alright? 

 

DMITRI stands staring at the wreckage at the bottom of the newly 

formed chasm. 

 

MAXIM 

Dmitri! Dmitri!! 

 

DMITRI snaps out of his stupor. 

 

MAXIM 

Move your ass! There’s no time to meet up. 

Rendezvous on the 60
th
 floor! 

 

MAXIM and SOPHIE vanish into a corridor on the 72
nd
 floor. 

 

 

INT. O.A.S.I.S. HQ – 70
th
 FLOOR: NIGHT 

 

DMITRI decides to take a less exposed path. 

Collectible: DIGITAL PHOTO – DMITRI.4 (bonus) 
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DMITRI can fight or avoid various patrols as he navigates the hallways 

and descends back stairways. 

Barks: O.A.S.I.S. HQ (Dmitri) 

 

SOPHIE (V.O.) 

Hey, Dmitri. Are you okay? 

 

DMITRI 

Yeah I just… Ren was a good cop. She 

finally thinks with her heart instead of 

her work and this is what happens to her? 

In another life we might’ve been friends. 

 

SOPHIE (V.O.) 

I’m here for you. 

 

DMITRI 

I know…. Thanks. 

 

10-foot tall war robots soon impede his path.  

They cannot be easily avoided, or destroyed by normal means. 

DMITRI needs to find their weak points. 

He soon reaches the control room elevator on the 60
th
 floor. 

Chaos ensues above. 

The elevator area appears clear. 

He approaches the door. It’s locked. 

A ninja-like patrol robot stands behind him.  

The elevator keycard is in its chest. 

 

DMITRI 

Well that’s… interesting. You caught me on 

a bad day, robot. Better not disappoint me! 

 

The robot has all of the same weapons and mimics DMITRI’s every move. 

Using the environment, DMITRI will need to kill it without killing 

himself. 

Entering the elevator triggers MISSION 5: Objective 2. 

 

 

MISSION 5: Objective 2: Eliminate Victor Sachin 

 

 

INT. O.A.S.I.S. HQ – MASTER CONTROL ROOM: NIGHT 

 

The trio arrives at roughly the same time. 
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A crystal room displaying revealing the O.A.S.I.S.’s complex 

technology. 

SACHIN is there waiting. 

MAXIM, SOPHIE, and DMITRI all point their guns at him. 

 

SACHIN 

Frankly, I am disappointed. It took you 

much longer than I expected. 

 

MAXIM 

We’re through playing games! Your twisted 

agenda’s coming to an end, right now. 

 

SACHIN 

You think you have it all figured out, 

don’t you? O.A.S.I.S. is now being used to 

its fullest potential. This world is 

rotten, and the people making that way 

either need to be controlled… or die. I’m 

being merciful, you see? 

 

SACHIN paces toward them. They keep their guns on him. 

 

SACHIN 

I was once like you. Pathetic. But I 

understood O.A.S.I.S. like no one else. It 

is a living thing. I sacrificed my body to 

link my mind to O.A.S.I.S. I am O.A.S.I.S. 

and O.A.S.I.S. is me.  

 

SACHIN stops in his tracks. 

The trio holds their guns steady. 

 

SACHIN 

If that link is broken, you see, the city 

will collapse, and all of its technology 

will fail. Tens of thousands of people 

using O.A.S.I.S. prosthetics will die. I am 

saving this society! And you’re too foolish 

to realize it. 

 

SOPHIE, MAXIM, and DMITRI fight VICTOR simultaneously.  

The player can choose to control one of the three. 

If the player chooses MAXIM: 
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SACHIN 

Surely you understand, Maxim. There is no 

other way. The greater good requires a few 

sacrifices. And through suffering, comes 

wisdom. 

 

MAXIM 

You’re wrong. No one else is going to 

suffer at your hand. I’m going to kill you. 

That’s all there is to it. There is nothing 

we need to talk about. 

 

If the player chooses DMITRI: 

 

SACHIN 

Why do you fight, Dmitri? You have 

everything you could ever want. The lives 

of these people should mean nothing to you. 

 

DMITRI 

Shut up, Sachin! You wouldn’t understand. I 

was going to tell you to die a slow, 

painful death, but I don’t have the 

patience to wait around, so you're dying 

now. 

 

If the player chooses SOPHIE: 

 

SACHIN 

Sophie. My sweet Sophie. You’ve always 

tried so hard to do the right thing, but 

the world is not black and white. Humans 

are broken. 

 

SOPHIE 

What do you know about humanity? You lost 

yours years ago. You’re nothing but a 

monster. I’ll never forgive you, you son of 

a bitch! 

 

The attack formation consists of one leader and two supports. 

SACHIN is eventually incapacitated. 

 

 

MISSION 5 END 
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ENDING 

 

SACHIN and O.A.S.I.S. are inextricably linked. His body is wounded and 

sparking, which causes the system to flicker as well. 

 

SOPHIE 

It was you that corrupted the system, 

Victor. Your desires, your darkness.  

 

SACHIN slowly begins to rise. 

 

SOPHIE 

And you’re right. Your link cannot be 

removed…. 

 

She slowly walks up to the large computer terminal behind SACHIN. 

 

DMITRI 

What are you doing? Sophie? 

 

MAXIM watches, wide-eyed. 

 

SOPHIE 

But it can be replaced. 

 

SOPHIE inserts the virus into the terminal. 

 

DMITRI 

Sophie!! 

 

SOPHIE breaks his connection via the virus and puts her hand on the 

console, taking SACHIN’s place within the system. 

SOPHIE screams in pain. 

 

DMITRI 

No!! 

 

DMITRI runs to her, but MAXIM holds him back. 

Electricity zaps throughout the room. 

An unseen cyber world. The walls lined with luminescent binary. 

SACHIN’s conscious is attacked and destroyed by the virus. 

VICTOR SACHIN’s existence dissipates into nothingness. 

SOPHIE’s nude, transparent form floats toward the center of this world, 
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taking her seat upon the digital throne. 

SOPHIE is forced to live forever as a machine. 

Her corporeal body falls lifelessly to the ground.  

DMITRI desperately holds her close. 

 

DMITRI 

No, come on. Wake up! Please… wake up…. 

 

All power in the Samara suddenly fails. 

The darkness hides blankets DMITRI’s tears. 

 

 

Weeks pass. 

 

 

EXT. PUBLIC HOUSING DISTRICT: AFTERNOON 

 

No signs of unrest. 

Citizens are happy. Slow prosperity. 

 

 

EXT. PORT DISTRICT: AFTERNOON 

 

Patrol officers are helpful and friendly, rather than aggressive. 

The May festival. Children frolic. 

LARS looks proudly out onto the streets from behind the cash register. 

He then looks, in disdain, at IRINA’s plaque as May employee of the 

month. 

 

 

EXT. SUBURBAN DISTRICT: AFTERNOON 

 

MAXIM, casually dressed, plays with ANYA in his backyard. 

He takes out a pack of cigarettes nicotine gum; he chews a piece. 

 

 

INT. DMITRI’s RESTAURANT – WEALTHY DISTRICT: AFTERNOON 

 

Business is booming. 

DMITRI laughs joyously as he converses with his customers. 

A dumpster behind the restaurant partially reveals the sleeve of the 

thief’s black garb. 

 

 

INT. LONDON, ENGLAND – INTERPOL HQ: LATE MORNING 
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A rainy day. 

A grey stone building. 

A package is waiting on REN’s desk. 

 

REN 

What’s this? 

 

It contains the pendant DMITRI stole years ago. 

The tag reads “Good work, detective. D.” 

REN, still in awe, is snapped out of it; she is abruptly summoned by 

the lieutenant. 

An imposing office. 

She walks in, still wet from the rain. 

Warm, with a large wooden desk. 

 

LIEUTENANT 

Well? 

 

REN 

Contrary to our intelligence, there were no 

reliable sightings of The Shade anywhere in 

Moscow or Samara. 

 

LIEUTENANT 

Start looking for new leads then. We’re not 

paying for you to take vacations. 

 

REN 

Understood. 

 

REN turns to leave. 

 

LIEUTENANT 

Oh, Jiayi, your report doesn’t specify what 

happened to the helicopter. 

 

A flashback. 

The O.A.S.I.S. siege. 

REN flies off, leaving the fight to MAXIM, SOPHIE, and DMITRI. 

Her helicopter ascends away from the building. 

A barrage by aerial patrol. 

A missile lock warning. 

It’s close. 

REN backflips from the chopper. 
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She fires repeatedly upon the incoming missile. 

An explosion. 

The chopper tailspins toward O.A.S.I.S. HQ, crashing through the glass 

ceiling. 

REN parachutes to a neighboring building. 

 

REN 

I… er- what? 
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Bark Library 

 

Notes: This is an embedded Excel spreadsheet. Barks are separated by 

tabs. 

For gameplay barks, characters only speak if there are no living 

enemies within an earshot OR if enemies are alerted and aware of the 

character’s exact location. They otherwise remain silent. 

Boss fight barks occur infrequently. 

 

Location: Research Facility

Character Condition Lines

Patrol Talking to another patrol

What do you know about that 

guy they brought in earlier?

Who? The old man? Not much. He 

works for us, but he was 

leaking info to the 

resistance.

That's the last mistake he’ll 

make!

Alone It's so boring here.

Jeez, I'm tired.

Ah, the same as usual. Nothing

Was that a… shadow?

Patrol Searching for Dmitri That… wasn't my imagination!

Oh no….

Patrol Searching for Irina Come on out, pretty girl.

Hey, I don't bite.
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CHARACTER CARDS 

 

Character cards are special collectibles that contain a picture, a 

short bio, and a list of characteristics for the main and 

supplementary characters of O.A.S.I.S. They are found around the 

person they represent. There are 17 total.  

 Dmitri Ryzhkov 

 Irina Volsky 

 Lars Aimes 

 Igor Savva 

 Anya Nizienko 

 Maxim Nizienko 

 Special Agent Mischa Stone 

 Simon Carlyle  

 Nicki Amaretto  

 Kregor Rachmaninoff 

 Lionel Slater  

 Mademoiselle Vaillancourt  

 Edward Serega 

 Ren Jiayi  

 Victor Sachin 

 Kiril Ekk 

 Sophie Lazarev 
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O.A.S.I.S. 

 

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH IRINA: 

 

Archive Start: 

 

EXT. RICH DISTRICT :  NIGHT 

A bright young and excited girl runs and skips around a parking lot. 

Girl pleads 

 

 

YOUNGER IRINA 

Come on! Come on! Lets go! Lets go! We don't want to be late for the 

show! 

 

The father and mother smile at each other and look down at the girl. 

They shoo her on ahead. 

 

MOTHER 

No matter how many times she sees their performances, she is always so 

excited to see them. 

 

FATHER 

What ever makes her happy I suppose. 

 

They follow behind enter into a large tent. 

Large sign across the top of the opening. 

Reads: Cirque du Lune! 

 

 

INT. CIRQUE DU LUNE :  NIGHT 

YOUNGER IRINA watches in amazement as figures fly through the air. 

swinging, dancing, and doing deceptive tricks. 

Mother and Father on either side smiling and hugging their daughter. 

 

EXT. RICH DISTRICT :  LATE NIGHT 

 

Father and Mother walk out of the tent with their daughter on the 

fathers shoulders asleep leaning on his head. 

They walk to their car and gently place the sleeping child in the back 

seat. 

Close the door and kiss before they get in them selves and drive off 

out of sight. 

 

Archive End: 
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DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH IRINA: Archive 2: 11 / 15 / 2045 8:14 PM 

 

Archive Start: 

 

INT. CENTRAL DISTRICT O.A.S.I.S. HOSPITAL :  NIGHT 

Teen age girl, lies sick ridden in a hospital bed asleep. 

Doctor comes in through the sliding doors. 

Speaks to parents and gestures them outside. 

They leave and close the door. 

Doctor talks to parents. 

Mother puts hand over mouth. 

Seconds later she turns and cries in Husbands chest. 

Husband tries to comfort, but to no avail. 

He looks through glass sliding door gazing at his daughter. 

Looks back at doctor. 

Continues more conversation. 

Wife straightens up wiping eyes. 

They open up the door. 

 

DOCTOR 

I am sorry, but there is nothing we can do. 

 

Mother sulks in. 

Pale faced she slouches next to her daughter. 

Grasps her hand and begins to cry kissing her hand holding it to her 

face. 

Father puts his hand on mothers shoulder. 

Seconds later he collapses to his knees and begins crying himself. 

 

MOTHER 

Why, why, why, why, why? What did our little girl do to deserve this? 

 

FATHER 

I don't know. I just don't know. 

 

 

Archive End: 

 

 

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH IRINA: Archive 3: 6 / 24 / 2046 8:14 PM 

 

Archive Start: 

 

INT. CENTRAL DISTRICT O.A.S.I.S. HOSPITAL :  NIGHT 

Teen age girl, Sitting up in her bed. 
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She is attentively typing on a computer Screen. 

Doctor comes in through the sliding doors. 

Waiting outside is another man VICTOR SACHIN. 

Speaks to parents and gestures them outside. 

They leave and close the door. 

Doctor talks to parents. 

Mother puts hand over mouth. 

Seconds later she lunges forward and hugs VICTOR. 

VICTOR a little uneasy with the gesture. 

Husband brings wife back next to him. 

He looks through glass sliding door smiling and gazing at his daughter. 

Looks back at doctor. 

Continues more conversation. 

Wife straightens up wiping eyes. 

They open up the door. 

 

DOCTOR 

Sophie. It think you should meet someone. 

 

SOPHIE look away from screen. 

 

SOPHIE 

Huh? 

 

MOTHER 

Sophie. This is the man who made the heart for you. His name is Victor 

Sachin. He is the head of O.A.S.I.S. 

 

SOPHIE 

Thank you oh so very much. I am truly grateful. 

 

VICTOR 

It was the least I could do. Really. I see there that you have a 

hankering for computers. 

 

SOPHIE 

Oh yes, very much so. They can do so much for us and I can learn so 

much from them. 

 

VICTOR 

Now Sophie, if you ever in need of anything, you can let me know. I 

will help facilitate what ever you need. When you are healthy and up 

again, you should come pay me a visit. I would like to offer you a job 

at O.A.S.I.S. I think we could use some talent like you. 

 

SOPHIE 
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Wow, that sounds great!  You bet you I will! Thank you so much again 

Mr. Sachin! 

 

VICTOR 

Please, you can call me Victor. 

 

SOPHIE 

Yes sir! Thank you Victor! 

 

VICTOR 

Now be a good girl and get well soon. I look forward to seeing you. 

 

VICTOR walks off. 

Shakes the hand of the father and kisses the hand of the mother on the 

way out. 

Mother and Father rush to the side of the SOPHIE and hug her. 

 

MOTHER 

Everything is going to be all right. 

 

 

Archive End: 

 

 

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH IRINA: Archive 4: 9 / 2 / 2051 1:14 PM 

 

Archive Start: 

 

INT. O.A.S.I.S. BUILDING :  DAY 

Screen is fast forwarding focusing on a cubicle in which SOPHIE works 

at. 

Many months go by. 

SOPHIE is the first one in and the last one out every day. 

Always happy with a positive expression. 

Then she misses a day. 

Her expression is no longer happy or positive. 

Her hand is on her forehead often covering her face. 

She constantly looking over her shoulder. 

She has a worried expression on her face when it is visible. 

Starts showing up later and later and leaving earlier and earlier, 

missing more and more days in consecutive order. 

A man walks to her cubicle. 

Camera slows to regular speed. 

 

MAN 

Sophie, please come with me. 
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SOPHIE 

Why? 

 

MAN 

We need to have a discussion about something. 

 

SOPHIE 

About what exactly? 

 

MAN 

We need to talk to you about recent events. 

 

She becomes scared. 

 

SOPHIE 

Well, uh, I can clean up my act, I know I haven't been doing the best, 

but I can back on track. 

 

MAN 

We will have to let them decide that. 

 

The man puts his hand on her shoulder. 

Tries to persuade her to come with him. 

She is terrified and defends. 

 

SOPHIE 

Them!? Let go of me! Tell me! Who are them? 

 

MAN 

The board that is going to decide what to do about you. 

 

SOPHIE 

What board?! Why are you being so vague?! 

 

He grabs her and picks her up forcing her to come with him. 

She is screaming and swinging her arms wildly desperately reaching for 

something to hold on to. 

 

NOOO!! Let go of me! Stop it! What is the meaning of this!? 

 

Walks past camera. 

Camera stops. 

Very close up image of SOPHIE with an absolutely distressed and 

terrified expression. 
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Archive End: 

 

 

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH DMITRI: Archive 1: 6 / 24 / 2031 10:08 PM 

 

Archive Start: 

 

INT. PUBLIC HOUSING DISTRICT :  NIGHT 

A young boy and his parents are closing up shop of their convenience 

store. 

Younger boy DMITRI is sweeping the floor. 

 

 

YOUNGER DMITRI 

DONE! 

 

The mother walks to a stool and sits on it. 

She pulls a photo out from underneath the counter. 

Sighs. 

Dmitri walks to opposite side of the counter and looks at the phoot. 

 

YOUNGER DMITRI 

When do you think we will be able to open it mom? 

 

MOTHER 

Oh, someday I am sure. 

 

Picture of out side of a fancy looking restaurant with a waiter 

serving customers on a patio. 

YOUNGER DMITRI 

We will definitely get it one day! 

 

MOTHER 

We sure will 

 

Father walks up to them. 

 

FATHER 

OK you day dreamers. Lets go. I'm not doing this all myself you know. 

 

DMITRI and the mother both sigh. 

Turn and walk back to do more work. 

 

Archive End: 
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DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH DMITRI: Archive 2: 1 / 17 / 2040 11:14 PM 

 

Archive Start: 

 

INT. PUBLIC HOUSING DISTRICT :  NIGHT 

Dmitri a young adult, cleaning floor. 

Mother slouched over at the counter. 

Coughing fairly constantly. 

Looking at the picture of the restaurant in her hand. 

 

DMITRI 

Mom, you really shouldn't come into work like this. You are sick, and 

it is very cold out side. I can take care of this place you know. 

 

Mother looks up. 

 

MOTHER 

I am sure you could, but as long as your good for nothing father keeps 

running off gambling all our money away, we can't afford for me not to 

work. 

 

DMITRI 

But mom, really. This is not good for you! 

 

She lets out a really long stretch of coughs. 

 

DMITRI 

See, you are just too sick. I don't know what I would do - 

 

MOTHER 

No! Don't talk like that! Look at this picture. Nothing is going to 

happen to me. How could it. I belong in this restaurant. We were made 

for each other. 

 

Father burst through the doors in a drunken stooper. 

 

FATHER 

GOD DMAN IT! They cheat I terr you. Every las' one of um. 

 

DMITRI 

Really dad! You think they cheat! It is the name of the game! They 

wouldn't make money if the system wasn't rigged! 

 

FATHER 

You shut up boy! I don remember talkin to you! 
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DMITRI 

No dad, I don't either, but I also don't remember the last time you 

have made us any money.  I also can't remember the last time you 

actually one more then you lost. 

 

FATHER 

I said SHUT UP. Urghp – Oh boy. 

 

He stumbles to the back. 

Turns a corner. 

Hear him throw up multiple times. 

 

MOTHER 

Oh my, I don't know if he lost more gambling or drinking. 

 

DMITRI shakes his head in frustration 

 

DMITRI 

Come on mom. He shows up late, he can close shop. 

 

MOTHER 

But honey. 

 

DMITRI 

MOM! He did this to himself. We don't need to deal with it. 

 

MOTHER 

Hon-ey- 

 

The mother collapses and falls behind the counter. 

 

DMITRI 

Mother?! MOTHER! 

 

Dmitri rushes behind the counter. 

Tends to her. 

Reaches for the phone. 

Calls and hangs up. 

Runs back to his dad. 

He stumbles out to her. 

They both kneel next to her. 

Father stands up and shouts 

 

FATHER 

GOD DAMN IT!! WHY!! OH MY GOD WHAT HAVE WE DONE! 
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DMITRI 

What do you mean WE done. What have YOU done! You gamble all our money 

away, never show up to work she comes in while she is sick. 

 

Police, ambulance and fire tucks show up. 

DMITRI and his father pace around. 

A patrol officer walks by the father. 

Stops. 

POLICE OFFICER 

Excuse me sir, but have you been drinking? 

 

FATHER 

Urgh, Uhh Noo. 

 

DMITRI 

DAD! What are you stupid. 

 

FATHER 

SHUT UP You bastard. You trying to sell me out! 

 

POLICE OFFICER 

I'm going to have to ask you to come with me sir. 

 

Police officer puts his hand on the fathers shoulder. 

 

FATHER 

Get your hands off me you pot bellied PIG! 

 

Father pushes the officer and punches the him. 

A skirmish ensues. 

They hand cuff the father and drag him out. 

 

FATHER 

HEY LE' ME GO! I DID NOTHIN WRONG! 

 

They take the mother out on a stretcher. 

DMITRI tries to reach out to her, but they carry her away too fast! 

 

DMITRI 

WAIT! STOP! Mother - 

 

DMITRI stands in the convenience store in disarray. 

DMITRI does nothing but look down at his feet and then collapses to 

his knees and hunches over and cries. 

Sulks for hours. 

Leaves on his hands and knees. 
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Archive End: 

 

 

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH DMITRI: Archive 3: 6 / 24 / 2042 8:14 PM 

 

Archive Start: 

 

INT. LONDON ENGLAND MUSEUM :  NIGHT 

A camera focused on a pendant on display. 

A shadow appears. 

Camera angle jolted downwards. 

Minutes pass by. 

Alarms sound. 

Hours go by, 

light from window comes in. 

Camera is readjusted. 

Shows an Asian woman’s face face. 

She steps down. 

Reveals a robbery crime scene. 

Pendant missing. 

Mobs of Detectives and Patrol Officers. 

 

Archive End: 

 

 

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH DMITRI: Archive 4: 9 / 2 / 2049 1:14 PM 

 

Archive Start: 

 

INT. PUBLIC HOUSING DISTRICT PAWN SHOP :  DAY 

Man in caged office. 

Man walks in. 

Very well dressed. 

 

 

PAWN SHOP CLERK 

Hello there 

 

DMITRI 

Hi there. I have a question for ya. A yong man came here several years 

ago and sold you a pendant, and I was wondering if you might still 

have it laying around. 

 

PAWN SHOP CLERK 

HA! Ha ha haa ahhh! You are very funny. You think that I would have 
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something for more than a couple weeks! Let alone what you mean about 

a pendant. 

 

DMITRI 

Oh I think you would remember if it if you saw it. It has a large red 

diamond in the middle shaped like a heart, with multiple diamonds 

dangling from a crescent around it. 

 

PAWN SHOP CLERK 

My that does sound very valuable, I am sure it was gone that second it 

arrived. 

 

DMITRI 

Take a look would you. 

 

PAWN SHOP CLERK 

Oookayy, but I am almost positive that I wouldn't have it. 

 

DMITRI 

I think you should. 

 

PAWN SHOP CLERK 

Well I'll be damned.  Would you look at what I found here.  A large 

heart shaped pendant with diamonds dangling off it. 

 

DMITRI 

That be the one. 

 

PAWN SHOP CLERK 

You say someone else brought it here a couple years ago. How did you 

know this? I think this was stolen by some kid if I remember correctly. 

 

DMITRI 

I guess he might have been a kid to you back then, probably without a 

penny in his pocket. 

 

PAWN SHOP CLERK 

Yeah, he had some pretty raggedy clothes. 

 

DMITRI 

Do you know what he said when he brought this to you all those years 

ago? 

 

PAWN SHOP CLERK 

Yeah he did say something- what was it. 
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DMITRI Leans in and whispers to the clerk 

 

DMITRI 

I am going to sell this to you, but mark my words. One day, I am going 

to buy it back from you. 

PAWN SHOP CLERK 

WHAAAAAT! Well I'll be damned! You are that little runt! 

 

DMITRI 

You better stop damning yourself or you just might be. So how much 

does that pendant go for. Name your price. 

 

PAWN SHOP CLERK 

Oh well I'd say at least 500. 

 

DMITRI whips out a 500 bill. 

 

PAWN SHOP CLERK 

…thousand. 

 

Dmitri whips out his check and quickly scribbles in it and hands it to 

the clerk. 

 

DMITRI 

Thank you. Pleasure doing business with you. 

 

Clerk stands there dumbfounded. 

Then Jumps up and down in glee. 

 

PAWN SHOP CLERK 

I'm rich, I'm rich, I'm RICH! 

 

 

Archive End: 

 

 

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH MAXIM: Archive 1: 7 / 4 / 2030 1:14 AM 

 

Archive Start: 

 

EXT. JUNGLE OF CHINA :  NIGHT 

High above trees with sound or chopper propellers overpowering. 

Looking down at a man running though the jungle constantly going in 

and out of sight. 

Occasionally here chopper gunner at his general area. 

Loose sight of running man. 
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Chopper slows looks around. 

 

 

SOLDIER 

DID WE GET HIM? 

 

Out from the trees a missile comes straight at the camera. 

Impact. 

 

Archive End: 

 

 

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH MAXIM: Archive 2: 1 / 17 / 2033 11:14 AM 

 

Archive Start: 

 

EXT. SMALL CHINESE VILAGE :  DAY 

MAXIM eating lunch with a Chinese woman. 

Have conversation. 

To far to hear. 

Laughter and smiling constantly. 

Get up and leave together. 

Hand in hand. 

 

Archive End: 

 

 

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH DMITRI: Archive 3: 6 / 24 / 2038 8:14 PM 

 

Archive Start: 

 

INT. CENTRAL DISTRICT O.A.S.I.S. CENTRAL HOSPITAL :  NIGHT 

MAXIM next his wife holding there baby girl. 

They kiss each other. 

 

Archive End: 

 

 

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH DMITRI: Archive 4: 9 / 2 / 2040 1:14 PM 

 

Archive Start: 

 

EXT. PUBLIC HOUSING DISTRICT CENTRAL PARK :  DAY 

A WOMAN is walking though the park. 

A Patrol walks into her. 

She falls over. 
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She tries to get up. 

They push her down again. 

She slaps them with her purse to make them stop. 

Patrols try to rip the bag from her. 

She won't let go. 

They whip her around until she hits her head on a bench. 

She lies there motionless. 

Hour passes. 

POLICE show up to the scene 

MAXIM RUNS to the scene. 

MAXIM KNELLS next to her and cries. 

They pull him away. 

He fights to stay next to her. 

They over power him. 

He lets out a cry that echoes through the city. 

 

Archive End: 

 


